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Mwray _Ledger & Times
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Off

By JAMES GERSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Reagan's rising and falling
temperature, called a "limited setback" in his recovery from a gunshot
wound to the chest, indicates that his
damaged left lung isn't functioning as
well as it should be,doctors say.
One surgeon said this raised "the
potential for pneumonia," but he called such a development "very unlikely.,,
. FBI officials, who briefly raised
fears that a toxic substance, lead
azide, rney have seeped into the president's lung from the exploding bullet
that struck him in Monday's
assassination attempt, said late Friday that the shell was intact and that
danger'passed.
„The-use-of explosive- bullets -was
first revealed Thursday, although
Robert Dickerson, the director of the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms, said his agents notified the
Secret Service on' Monday that the
President's aceused assailant had
purchased shells of that type.
The president's surgeon said he did
not find out about the explosive bullets
until Friday.
- Meanwhile, White House press
secretary James S. Brady, the most
seriously wounded of the four people
struck in the assassination attempt,
was removed from the critical list
Friday, and doctors reported that he
sat., m ee ng me'

Friday's medical reports were the
first that indicated the president was
experiencing anything other than a
perfectly smooth recovery.
The president, off antibiotics for
more than 24 hours, began receiving.
them again Friday afternoon after his
temperature, which had hit 102
degrees, dropped to 99 degrees, and
then climbed again. It was described
as "moderately elevated,"in a White
House statement, but no specific
figure was given.
But even as the president's rising
fever raised questions about his
recuperation, he met with two Cabinet
members before their departures on
overseas trips and posed for a picture
with his wife-the first released since
he entered George Washington
University Hospital.
The president spoke briefly with
Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig
Jr., who left Friday for Egypt, Israel,
Saudi Arabia and *Jordan, and with
Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger, beginning'a trip to London for a meeting of a North Atlantic
Treaty Organization nuclear planning
group. Vice President George Bush
took part in the meeting.
The FBI, meanwhile, pressed its
search for photographs it believes
could give a clear view of the gunman
who shot Reagan, while Jolvi W. Hinckley Jr., the man charged in the
assassination attempt, underwent
sanity tests at an expo-. -Jtal prison
in Butler, N.C.

Pur(

It was learned that federal officials
found a tape recording of Hinckley
speaking to a woman believed to be
actress Jodie Foster.
Federal investigators were still trying to ascertain if Miss Foster is the
woman on the recording, which was
found in the hotel where Hinckley
stayed the night before the assassination attempt. Investigators believe
the tape may buttress theories that
Hinckley's-obsession with the 18-yearold actress was linked to his alleged
attack on Reagan.
In a medical statement issued Friday evening, the White House said
doctors ran tiny, light-bearing tubes
ONE INJURED - Henry L. Beach, Rt. 1, Murray, was taken to Murray-Calloway County Hospital early this
through Reagan's mouth and throat
morning
for treatment of injuries received when his car went out of control and wrapped around a tree. Amand into his left lung, in a procedure
bulance and Murray Fire Department employees, using the jaws.of life, worked about 30 minutes,to free
called a fiberoptic-bronchoscopy, to
lOok into the damaged organ. -Using -- Beach from-the toristediereckagt7Beach's car struck one tree before wrapping itself totally around a second
other tubes, they pulled out several
tree on impact. The accident, investigated by the Kentucky State Police, occurred about 5 a.m. on Ky. 299,
small bronchial plugs, or hardened
approximately one-half mile south of Kirksey.
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon
tissue and mucous, and "dormant
blood"- blood clots-that had been
expected to form.
The statement said the president's
condition remained satisfactory.
Dr. Benjamin Aaron, the president's surgeon,and other doctors said
Reagan's fever was a normal postoperative occurrence.
Furious spring storms, accom- nado that touched down in the nor- arm when his small aircraft overturnAaron told reporters that the 102panied
by high winds and rain, rumbl- thern part of the city •early today ed as he was landing at a Baxter
degree fever was a "limited setback"
ed
across
the Midwest and destroyed more than two-dozen homes County airstrip.
indicating part of the lung was not
southeastern
-- damaging and other buildings, leaving at -least
Most ofthe properly iiampge occurworking correctly. But he said there
homes
and
buildings,
uprooting
trees
three
and
people
many
dead
more
red
in the western part of the state
was no evidence that infection had set
and causing some power failures. At hospitalized.
•
near the Arkansas-Oklahoma border.
in.
least three people were killed when a
"We know there are three deaths," The National Weather Service said
suppose therc is a potential for
tornado
swept
'through
West
West Bend Mayor John Pick. "I one bar
Bend,
said
was destroyed and
pneumonia, but pneumonia at this
Wis.
would suspect there will be more numerous chicken houses damaged
stage I would think would be very
Heavy.rain, drivers by wind gusts of before sunlight." by the high winds', which gusted to 74
unlikely," he said.
up
to
35
mph,
`iiimbled
One
throug
victim
neighbor
was
said
by
a
mph
in some areas.
-Before the president's temperature
Storms packing winds up to 90 mph
rose for a second time Friday, Aaron Calloway County about 5 a.m. this to have been a boy about 10 years old.
said he expected the president to be morning. No injuries or major proper- There was no further information on lashed Illinois late Friday and early
ty damage was reported caused by the casualties.
today, wrecking houses, knocking out
released "in the first part of next
High winds that swept through electricity to thousands of homes and
week" even though "he will be sore." the storm, but momentary power
outages were evident. •
Arkansas Friday caused power injuring at least 20 people, authorities
There was no indication whether the
Dozens of other storm-related in- failures, prooted trees and damaged 'said.
increase in temperature later in the
juries were reported Friday in Illinois buildings. Authorities said the only inHigh-altitude turbulence also causday would affect that timetable.
.
and Arkansas.
Fritzlan,
was
Harold
jury
60,
of
ed
a United Airlines jet carrying 154
healed
wounds
expect
to be
his
"We
West Bend authorities said a tor- Pawnee,Okla., who suffered a broken people to drop 2,000 feet as it flew over
four weeks after the operation,"
the Missouri-Illinois line toward New
Aaron said.
Jersey Friday night, injuring 21 peoIn a lengthy briefing - the first to
ple including a 68-year-old woman
offer extensive details about the presiwhose hip was broker'. The plane
dent's surgery - Aaron said doctors
made an unscheduled but safe landing
decided to perform exploratory
at Chicago's O'Hare International
surgery because Reagan continued to
Airport.
treatment
lose blood after emergency
A seriessof thunderstorms moved
stabilized his condition.
through
Missouri Friday night,
- "What we first encountered was
MILDENHALL, England (AP) White House deputy press secretory spawning at least one tornado, high
500cc's of clotted blood in the chest,"
- The-SovietUnion may not be willing to Larry Speakes would not disclose the -winds and hail but reportedly causing
Aaron said. "We could see where'the
tolerate any further weakening of subject of meeting, but it was no injuries, officials said.
bullet entered (the lung)."
Communist Party control in Poland,a understood to concern developments
Two tornadoes whipped across norsenior American official said today.
in Poland.
theastern Kansas Friday night,
"We may have passed that point
-Haig also met Friday with Flresi- damaging several farm buildings. No
where any additional ... moderation, dent Reagari 'George Washington injuries Were reported.
would be acceptable," said the of- University Hospital, where Reagan is
ficial, who asked not to be identified.
recovering from a gunshot wound suffered
in an assassination attempt
However, the official told reporters
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP) traveling with Secretary of State Monday.
Cleanup operations and a search for a
State Department spokesman
Alexander M. Haig Jr., that the
cause continued today in the wake of a •
William
Dyess said Haig will mainSoviets do not appear to be taking adtwo-alarm fire that destroyed a threevantage of President Reagan's injury tain close contact with Washington on
story brick office building in
in connection with the Polish situa- the Polish situation.. He said Poland
downtown Bowling Green.
April 5, live concert, 1 p.m. to 4,
will be a major topic in the European
tion.
There were no injuries in the Friday
Clara
M. Eagle Gallery, fourth
meetings
and
indicated Haig might
"It's very clear that the president
night blaze, which struck the Central
floor, Price Doyle Fine Arts
cut
his
trip
short
if
developments
warBuilding, where several business of- hasn't skipped a beat in his command rant.
Center, open to the public; no ad- fices are located. Among the offices and control, if Ku will, of hi managemission charge.
The
official
traveling
with
Haig
said
gutted were those occupied by a law ment of the government," the official a chief Soviet errecere in tette:Witte_
Senior piano recital, .2_41.m..
_''apparent
.
firm, a certified public accountant said.
Dixon, Vienna, Ill.-TReafaI
-Mintoirununist Party
Haig's aircraft made a refueling
and an insurance company.
Hall Annex, 1-y, Price Doyle
hardliners.
Because of a power outage and stop at the U.S. air base here before
Fine Arts Center, open to the
"The party itself has lost much of
heavy smoke associated with the fire, continuing on to Cairo on the first leg its influence," he said. The indepenpublic, no admission charge. 61 inmates were evacuated from the of a 10-day trip to the Middle East and dent trade. union "Solidarity ,has
Joint recital, 4 p.m. Joan Mack,
Warren County Jail. The prisoners Europe. "
Marie Taylor, harpsichord,
cello,
become stronger and moderate
were originally moved to the county
The secretary's departure from elements in the party have managed
Farrell Recital Hall, Price Doyle
court house and were later Washington Friday.night was delayed to maintain themselves."
-Fine Arts Center, open_ to the
transferred to another county an hour and a half by his attendance
public, no admiStion charge.
Atter his stop in Egypt, Haig will
building, where they were being held at a White House meeting of the Na- visit Israel, Jordan and Saudi Arabia.
April 5-12, National Library
under armed guard.
Week. Calloway County Public
tional Security Council.
On his return leg, he-will speak with
Library,special programs daily.
leaders in Italy, Spain, Britain,
France and West Germany.

No Injuries Reported As Rain; Winds Rumble Through County

Reagan's Injury Not
Influencing Soviets

FINAL. PERFORMANCES - The Community Theatre's comedy,"The
Fourposter," will condude at 8 p.m. tonight and 2 p.m.Sunday at the
Old Freight Depot in the city park. Bill Phillips and Linda Begley are
shown in the last scene of the play where Michael and Agnes pack
their things and move from their home of 25 years, leaving only
memories and the old fourposter bed. Tickets are .available at the
box office - adults, $3; students, $2; and children under 12 and
senior citizens,$1.50. Call 759-1752 for reservations..

Aces Business Page
Classifieds
Comics
Crossword
Deatha& Funerals.
Dear Abby
Dr. Lamb
Fins & Feathers
Horoscope
Local Scene
Opinion Page
Sports

12
-'
14

Windy and very warm with occasional
showers
and
thunderstorms today ending with
slowly diminishing winds tonight.
Highs today in the mid or upper
.70s. Much -cooler tonight with
* lows in the low to mid 40s. Considerable cloudiness, windy and
much bolder on Sunday with
highs in the low to mid 50s.
Chances of rain are 90 percent
today, dropping to less than 2er
percent tonight.

Cleanup.Continues
After Two-Alarm Bowling Green Fire

Administration To Kill Volunteer Service
By MARGARET GEN1RY
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Reagan administration intends to kill
the VISTA volunteer service program, attacked from its inception by
conservatives who complain of its aggressive advocacy of the poor.
"A decision has been made by the
administration to phase out the
VISTA program in fiscal year 1983,"
says an official memo distributed Friday,afternoon to employees of VISTA
and its parent agency,ACTION.
Administration officials will explain
the decision to Congress later this
year, said the memo, signed by
VISTA's acting director, Dana
Rodgers. Congress must vote this
year on whether-or in what form to conVnue the volunteer program.
A col" of the draft memo was ob-

tained by The Associated Press, and
knowledgeable sources said the final
version conformed to the draft with
one exception.
The draft mentioned "the evolution
of new ways of mobilizing citizens in
voluntary service to their fellow
Americans, and especially to the
poor." The final version deleted the
phrase,"and especially to the poor."
Thomas W. Pauken, President
Reagan's nominee for ACTION director, has told Congress he is considering ways to shift volunteer programs
to serve juvenile delinquents and
runaway teen-agers.
The Rodgers memo said, "While
VISTA has'done much useful work in
addressing the poor and conditions of
poverty, it is believed these limited
successes do not justify the continued
outlay of federal funds to support the
Program."

Rodgers added, "Tom Pauken and
his new team are working to develop
new concepts in voluntary service to
the poor and to all Americans."
The VISTA - Volunteers in Service
to America - program was created in
1964 as part of the Johnson administration's "war on poverty."
Since then, it has dispatched some
70,000 volunteers to impoverished urban and rural communities to
organize self-help efforts.
Opposition developed quickly as
VISTA-supported projeets.challenged
traditional state and local political
systems. The Republican administration of Richard M. Nixon formed the
umbrella ACTION agency and put
VISTA under its control, clamping
down on volunteers who veered into
political activity. VISTA fared little
better under Republican Gerald R.
Ford,wee proposed eliminating it.

When Democrat Jimmy .Carter
became president, he -revived the
agency. But opposition swelled, and
conservative Republicans in Congress
complained of political activists
within VISTA's ranks during the
acrimonious 1979 debate over the
ageecy's reauthorization.,
VISTA officials have been told the
administration intends to cut its
budget to $10 million for fiscal 1983
with the fund unsinly to phase out
the program, said sources who requested anonymity.
There were 4,800 VISTA volunteers
working in 2,000 communities as of'
last Sept. 30. Reagan's 1982 budget
would cut the program to 2,725
volunteers in 1,400 communities by
this fell. Volunteers are paid a monthly stipend averaging $375 and are
forbidden to take other jobs.

TO BE DEDleATED - The new Murray State University Baptist
Student Center will be dedicated in a ceremony at 2 p.m. Sunday.
The $617,000 center, located at the corner of Waldrop and Chestnut
Streets, will house the Baptist Student Union. Several local and state
Baptist officials will take part in the ceremony. An open house will be
held afterwards.
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Spring Banquet Held By Murray High FHA Chapter

44111k

STATE DAGREES — Members of the Murray High School Chapter of the Future Homemakers of America
awarded tte highest degree which can be earned by an FHA member are, from left, first row, Gina Shipley,
Paulette Kelly, Teresa Suiter, second row, Carl Beaman, Lynne Loberger, and Laura Anne Sears.

PAST PRESIDENTS — Special guests at the recent Spring Banquet of the Murray High School FHA included
many of the former presidents of FHA during the years Mrs. Lucy Lilly has sponsored the organization. They
were, from-left, first row, Debbie Jones Bell, Nancy Mathis Slinker, Susan Hale Blackford, Martha McKinney
Parker, second row, Teresa Cunningham Richerson, Patsy Shirley Fain, Danna Shipley, Karen Bailey, Krista
Kennedy Thompson,and Trudy Lilly Gardner.

Bargain Matinees
Sat. /1, Sun 2:00
Cheri 8, Cine'
All Seats S1.50
Thru Thurs.
7

I5.!, 10 • 2 00 Sat .Sun

Sun-Thurs 730
I.' A, tiat 7 00 10 00
ahnees Sat 5Sun 2,00

JUNIOR DEGREES — Member.s of the Murray High School FHA who received junior degrees at the recent
spring banquet were, from left, first row, Allison Sears, Brenda Crittenden, Kim Sykes, second row, Stacey
Willett, Kim Wilham, Sherri Wildey, Emily Apperson, Lisa Bogard, and Tina Swift. Absent from photo was
Caroline Schoenfeldt.

ANNOUNCES RETIREMENT — Lucy Lilly, right, announced her retirement as
teacher of home economics at the recent spring banquet of the Murray High
School Chapter of the Future Homemakers of America. Shown with her are Sally
Crass, left, and Jo Schultz.

Ends Thuts.
, 15.8 45
•

5,845
A note fillrdammited
esttaraganza'
*ALT D.SNI

niE

A

ARISTOCAT

Friday 8. Saturday Nites
Cheri 2 — 11:30
Final Weekend!
The Rocky Horror
Picture Show(R)
Cheri3 — 11:40
Adult Entertainment
18 Or Over Only

4
a* •
• SPECIAL AWARD — Special recognition was given to
Tina Swift for her help in designing and decorating for
_FHA events at Murray. High School at the recent spring
banquet. Lucy Lilly, right, sponsor, presents a rose to
Miss Swift for her contributions.

Gala
Reopening
Wed., April 8

FREE
SHOW

I'll Be There
In Person
From 1:30 til 2:00
8 From 3:30 til 4:00
ON OUR SCREEN
WALT DISNEY
PPODUC T IONS

Shows 2:00 4:00

Still Serving Our
Regular Buffet As Usual

CHAPT1R DEGREES — Accepting chapter degrees at the swing banquet of the
Murray High School FHA from Chapter President Carol Beaman, Kathy Roberts,
and Gina Shipley, were first row,from left, Kim Ole, Laurie Lovett, Teresa Ford,
second row,Melanie Roos,joy Hina; and Kelly Lovins.

Jo Burkeen, Local Scene Editor

The Murray , High School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America and special guests were entertained at the annual swing banquet held,
Carol Beaman,jiresident, served is toastmistrees and
was assisted by Kathy Roberts and Gina Shipley in awarding FHA degrees to the members. A special announcement was made by Mrs. Lucy Lilly,
sponsor of the FHA, when she announced her retirement
as teacher of vocational home economics at the school.
Special guests which included many past presidents of
the Murray High Chapter of FHA were introduced.
Carol Spann, accompanied by her mother, Mrs. Sue
Spann, entertained the guests with several Broadway
songs..

New Concord Homemakers Club
Plans Meet At The Davis'Home
Mrs. Ed Davis will open Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield,
her home for the meeting of who was ill. Mrs. Effie Edthe New
Concord wards, secretary-treasurer,
Homemakers Club tobe held gave her reports.
on Wednesday, April 8, at 1
Members will participate
p.m.
in working and preparing
The hostess urges all dishes for the Tasting Limmembers and interested per- cheon to be held May 7 at the
sons to attend.
social hall of the First United
The March_ meeting was Methodist Church.
held • at the home of Mrs. _
Timothy Graves with Mrs. Ballots were given to each
Rainey Lovins giving the member and suggestions
major lesson on "Low Cost were made for the coming
Meals," and Mrs. Curtice year's lessons. Mrs. Jean
Cook the minor lesson on Cloar, county extension
"Spring Fashions." ' agent in home economics,
Mrs. .praves presided in commented on each
the absence of the president, category listed.

Mrs. Lovins read the
thought for the month —
"This time like all times, is a
very good one, 'if' we but
know what to do with,it." She
also conducted the recreation.
Mrs. Graves, assisted by
Mrs. Cook, served
refreshments buffet style to
eight members and six
visitors, the latter six being
Mrs. clopr, Mrs. Alex Gay,
Mrs. Opal Moody, Mrs.
Buford French, Jr., Mrs.
Carl Swisher, and Mrs.
Thage Uddberg,all mail box
members, and .Mrs. Robert
Taylor,an active member.

01474 I 11,0,r,

hp, .r1

Open Tues. Thru Sun.
Ph.753-2700
641 He. — Murray, Ky.

We, A,el

-If only the perfect and the pious were going to church, the
preachers wouldn't have much to say. Well, that isn't the case
and the preachers have a lot to talk about.
Church is a place for us to go to worship God and to try'to
make ourselves as acceidable in His eyes as we poor mortals
can-7-We folks at the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ)
know we have a lot of work to do on our souls and we're working on it real hard.
We hope you'll come t6 church Sunday and start your own
improvement program along with us. We all have a long way
to go.
We go almost every Sunday and the roof hasn't caved in yet,
so you're probably safe.

'North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister
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Community Events Are Listed
Countryside Homemaker
Meeting For March Held

Tuesday,April 7
Monday,Aprilf
Saturday, April 4
Prenatal Nutrition Class,
Alcoholics Anonymous and
Douglas Civic ImproveAlanon will meet at 8 p.m. at ment Club will meet at 7 sponsored -by MurrayCalloway county Hospital,
the west end of the West Ken- p.m. at the Douglas Center.
will be taught by Suzanne
tucky Livestock and ExposiSeeley,
registered dietitian,
tion Center.
Murray-Calloway Camera
The March meeting of the being the least expensike
Club is scheduled to meet at at 1:30 p.m. at the hospital
Countrysid
e Homemakers, Also pointed out was that accafeteria. All expectant By Abigail Van Buren
Quarter horse sale will be 7 p.m. at the First
Special Benton Tate'. Day
United
was
held
at
the home of i• aye tive heating required a (11f:events will be roadrace at 10 held at 10 a.m. at Livestock "Alethodist Church social mothers and their guests are
Ward with Wanda Barrett, siderable amount of ro,,t
and
welcome.
Exposition
„
Center, Col:- hall.
a.m. and pony pulling at 12
president, presiding."
space to be-atite to niNtaii a noon at Benton; Miss Tater lege Farm Road.
Carolyn
Enoch,
secretary
solar
collector. Tins should
Free blood pressure check
Day contest at 6 p.M. and
' Recovery, Inc., will meet
called the roll with eight be considered when
will
be
from
12
noon
to
2
p.m.
Jerry Clower,comedian,at 8 "The Latin Americans," a at 7:30 p.m. at the Health
members present — Wanda structing a new home.
p.m. at the Marshall County church-wide mission study, Center, North Seventh and at the Seventh Day Adventist
Barrett,
Wanda Henry, Deb- "Getting Your NI,
DEAR ABBY: I was heartsick, but not terribly Surprised,
Church, South 15th and
High School gym, Draffen- will be held at 7 p.m. at
Olive Streets.
bie
Shapla,
:Faye Ward, Worth from Your F.04,41
to find birth control pills in my daughter's bathroom.
Sycamore Streets.
ville.
Hazel United Methodist
Rhonda-(not heri•eal name)just turned 18 and js.a senior in Carolyn Enoch, Patricia Dollar" was the il”.;S,.,11
United Methodist Women
Church.
Ward, Lynda Ward, and prepared by Patricia W'attl
Delta Department of Mur- high school. She's been going steady with a'young man
Potluck and bingo party of
of Coldwater Church are
since last summer. Rhonda is an excellent student and Robbie Hale.
Making a grocery list and
ray Woman's Club will meet plans
Greater Paducah Chapter of
Chestnut Grove
to start college away from home next fall.
A ME scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
Business discussed was following it specificall,
at
7:30
p.m.
at the club In today's world, what are a girl's
Parents Without Partners Church will have a special
chances of being pertaining to the annual greatly reduce impulsive
will be at 6:30 p.m. at the Lent Tea from 4 to 6:30 p.m. Murray Lodge No. 105 house. Dr. Ray Mofield is the harmed permanently by premarital sex? Rhonda is my only Tasting Luncheon. The
club buying. Mrs. Ward al'1
daughter. I love her dearly and never dreamed I would have
home of Barbara Laird, at the church. The public is Free and Accepted Masons scheduled speaker.
voted to participate as in stated the preparin
this
problem.
Route 8, Mayfield.
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
invited..
previous years. Several budget will also be helpful tit
Kappa Department of
A MOTHER'S PROBLEM
lodge hall.
members
volunteered to trying to save u.oney r,,r
- 'Square and round dancing
Murray Woman's Club has
Gospel singing featuring
DEAR MOTHER: A girl's chances of being harmed take food for the event.- groceries.
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at
postponed
its
meeting
to permanently by
The Canaan Heirs of Center- Community Chorus is
premarital sex would be infinitely Lesson suggestions for the
Mrs. Faye Wit .4ave the
the Woodmen of the World
greater were she not taking precautions to peevent coming year - were alSO-- devotion- -and- 71-.7 rneermr_+:ville, Tenn., will be at 2 p.m. scheduled to practice at April 21.
Hall.
an unwanted pregnancy. Many mothers
at the Chestnut General Bap- Calloway Public _Library at
discussed.
was adjorried tot the lion
Gladys Williamson Group daughters have had an abortion or a child whose
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 tist Church, corner of 17:30 p.m.
out of Debbie Shapla presented meal.
of Sinking Spring Baptist wedlock would have welcomed your "problem." I am
Free and Accepted Masons Chestnut and Cherry Streets.
the lesson on "Spring
The April ineetine will lit
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Front Porch Swing is Church will meet at 7;30 not condoning premarital sex, but when it's a fact, it Fashions." It was pointed held at Mrs. Monica
should be dealt with intelligently and responsibly.
lodge hall.
Reception and Live Con- scheduled to rehearse at p.m. at the home of Vicky
out that pastels and plaid Walston's with Debbie
Willoughby
.
cert will be from 1 to 4 p.m. First Christian Church at 7
* * *
designs
would . be Shapla s-eo-t)(tstess
Murray Chapter of Full at Clara M. Eagle Gallery, p.m.
predominate this season.
Visitors present tor the
Alcoholics Anonymous will DEAR ABBY:
Gospel Business Men's Fine Arts Center, Murray
Apparently neither you nor PERPLEXED Dress length's would remain meeting were Annie Fuson.
meet
at
8 p.m. at the west IN N.Y. has ever been to a dance
• Fellowship will have a State University, to open Na- Hazel and Douglas Centers
where there was a somewhat the same.
Stephanie and (haI Ward.
prayer breakfast at Triangle tional Gallery of Arts Week. will be open from 10 a.m. to 2 end of the Livestock and Ex- considerable number of unescorted women. I have, and The lesson On "Residential Michael Enoch, Eddie Wth.d.
believe me, the burden on the escort is nothing compared to Solar Heating"
p.m. for activities by the position Center.
Inn at 8 a.m.
was explain- and Jason and Tiffan, Hale.
that of the woman who must sit smiling while those
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Sunday, April 5
ed
by
Lynda
Ward.
She exParents Anonymous will parasites "borrow" her husband.
New Providence_ _ Riding
Methodist Men of South Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
plained the differences
LEFT HANDED
husband
My
and
both
I
love
to
dance,
and
in
the
meet
40
years
at 6:30 p.m. For inforClub will'have an open horse Pleasant Grove United Douglas at 12 noon.
of our marriage we have attended many dances and between passive and active
Leonardo da Vinci
:•,ft
mation
call
753-5995
or
435show starting at 430 p.m. at Methodist Church will meet.
exchanged dances with other couples during the evening. solar heating with passive handed..
4385.
Now, however, there are increasing numbers of widows and
Square dancing with Billthe Livestock andExposition for breakfast at8 a.m.
divorcees to be waltzed around the floor, and if my husband
Zambella as caller and
, Center, Collearrarm Road.
Singles Class of Seventh danced with each one of them once, it would leave me
Events of Benton Tater teacher will be at 10 a.m. at and
Poplar Church of Christ without a partner all evening, so now we attend dances for
Murray State Racer- will
. Day will include flea market the Douglas Community is scheduled
to meet at 7 "couples only."
play a baseball game with
Center.
and arts and crafts show at
While I sympathize with women who don't have husp.m.at the church building.
Austin Peay at 1 p.m. at
Benton.
bands, it doesn't follow that I should give up mine.
Reagan Field, Murray.
Olgallampton WMU of the
ADAMANT IN N.Y-.
—
Murray TOPS (take off
Sinking
Spring Baptist
Five-day
plan to stop
Art workshop for junior
DEAR ADAMANT: Read on for another view:
Church will meet at 7:30 pounds sensibly) Club will
high school students, grades smoking by Seventh Day
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
p.m.
at the church.
Adventist
Church
will
start
6 through 9, will be held from
Center.
DEAR ABBY: I am a widow and I _love to dance. When I
9 to 11 a.m. on the fourth at 7 p.m. at the Community
go
to a dance alone or with another woman and there aren't
Youth Prayer breakfast
floor, Fine Arts Center, Mur- Room, Federal Savings and
Murray Assembly No. 19 enough men to go around, it is torture for me to just sit and
will
7:30
be
a.m.
at
at
the
Loan,
Seventh and Main
ray State University.
Order of the Rainbow for tap my toes while others are dancing, so I ask a woman to
Streets,Murray.This is open Fellowship Hall of the First
Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at dance:It's notquite as much fon as dancing with apan,but
it beats sitting.
- Baptist Church.
Open house by the Depart- to the public.
the lodge hall.
Oh,I get a few funny looks, but that doesn't bother me. 1)0
ment of Physics at Murray
Monday, April6
you see anything wrong with it'?
State University will be held
Special event to honor
Annual awards banquet of
LOVES TO DANCE IN HIBBING, MINN.
Reservations for the buffet
for parents of physics ma- supper
Ruth
Gray,
director
interim
Murray
State Agriculture
to be served by the
jors antiother interested in- Hazel
Woman's Club for the of Baptist Student Center, Club will be held at 7 p.m. at PEAR LOVES: No. But if two men started to dance
together in
dividuals from 1 to 5 p.m. in Hazel School
-Alumni will he held at 10 a.m. at the the Colonial House tout of the public, they'd promptly he asked to danc
place. Unfair? Yes. But who ever said life
Room 135, Blackburn Associatio
sponsored
Center,
BSU
new
Smorgasbo
rd.
n banquet on April
was fair?
Science Building, Murray 18 should be made
Dorothy
Group
the
by
of
by today
State.
* * *
by mailing check for $5 per First Baptist Church Spring Week activities will
person to Hazel Alumni Women. All WMU members include coffee house,
amateur night and movie at
are invited.
DEAR ABBY: I agree, the word "hopefully': is woefully
Pamela K. Dixon, Vienna, Association, Hazel, Ky., or
Murray State University.
overused — and incorrectly at that. It would be much
call
Tim
Scruggs,
Brenda
Ill., will present her piano
simpler if hope" were used instead, because thaf is what
Groups of First Baptist
recital at 2 p.m. in the Overcast, Toni Jones, or
Exhibit in graphic design is meant.
Bracie
Knight.
Church Women will meet as
Recital Hall Annx, Fine Arts
Another word that is overused is "very." I once
- follows: Lottie Moon with by Keith Hall, Crestwood, editor who told his reporters that he would fire anyknew an
Center, Murray State
reporter
will
open
at the University
Calloway County Retired Jessie Wooden at 7 p.m. and
wimp used the word "very" — they should substitute the word
University.
Center
Gallery,
Murray
Teachers Association will Kathleen Jones with Hazel
"Am fled" i nstew& Butsince.irwtts
State University, and will blue-penciled all the "damneds
meet at 1:30 p.m. at the Ellis Tarry at 7:15 p.m.
" before the stories went to
A duo faculty recital
continue through April 19.
the composing room.
Community Center. Freed
featuring Dr. Joan Mack,
Curd and Harvey Ellis will
NOVELIST
Coldwater Baptist Church
cellist from Brescia College,
Concert by Murray State
be
special
guests.
Women's
Organizati
on
will
Owensboro, and Marie
DEAR NOVELIST: That's damned interesting — I
University Wind Ensemble
meet at 7 p.m. at the home of
Taylor, harpsichord, will be
hope!
will
be
at
8:15
p.m.
at
the
Tater Day activities at Judy Darnell.
at 4 p.m. at the Farrell
Lovett Auditorium.
* • *
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Benton will start with the
parade
at
10:30
a.m.
April
Tuesday,
7
Center, Murray State
Ellis Center will be open
With each Chipper you get:
Getting married? Whether you want a formal
Murray Preschool CorUniversity.
2pieceiof fish fines
Spring Week will open at poration will have open from 10 a.m.to 3 p.m.for ac- church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing"
Reg. $4.88
tivities by the Murray Senior ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a
Murray State University house from 7to 9 p.m.
creamy
cole sluw
Dedication of new Baptist with a street dance
Save $1.89
Citizens with program on long, self-addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to:
and
crisp
trench
Student Union building at cookout behind
fries
Abby's
Wedding
Booklet,
132
Lasky
"Drug
Adininsitra
Drive,
tion"
by
Beverly
Winslow
Waldrop and Chestnut Cafeteria and a performan
• 2Southern-style hush puppies
Group II of First Christian Cindy Henley at 10:30 a.m., Hills, Calif. 90212.
ce
Streets will be at 2 p.m. by the Jazz Band and
Combo Church CWF will meet at 2 lunch at 12 noon, and recreafollowed by an open house at at 815 p.m.
at—Lovett p.m. at the home of Mrs. tion at 12:30 p.m.
3 p.m.
Auditorium.
Uldine Evans, 911 North
BUY
COUPON
Dexter Senior Citizens will
16th, with Mrs. Lenore
Moore, Mrs. H4zel meet at 9:30 a.m. at the DexICA Mb•
Wainscott, and Mrs. Assie ter Center.
Goren I
One coupon per customer
Carman as cohostesses. ProTheology and the economy ample, the religious revival
Murray - Void After 4/ 1 2/ 81
gram and devotion will be by Senior Citizens Centers was the theme of the pro- that started about 1819 was
Mrs. Frances'Churchill and will be open from 10 a.m.to 2 gram at the regular meeting after a high inflation rate in
Mrs. Verna Roberts. Each is p.m. at Hazel with lunch at of the Kiwanis Club at the the late 1700's and the early
11:45 a.m. and at Douglas Colonial
to bring love gifts.
House 1800's.
with lunch at 12 noon.
Smorgasbord.,
, . . ...Maarico , -Humphrey
.
.
Rev. Jim Stubbs, pastor of secured the program and inSecond session of church Women's Guild of St. Leo's evangelis
Murray
m at the First troduced the speaker. Presiwide mission study of "The Catholic Church will meet at United 'Methodist
dent J. D. Rayburn presided
Church,
Latin Ainericans" will be at 1:30 p.m. at the Parish used one
of John Wesley's at the meeting. •
7 p.m. at the Hazel United Center.
old sermons to give some inDr.
Methodist Church with
sights for today's economy.
Keith Heim to show slides of First Baptist Church WMU
The three main points of
Mexico and seven South will meet at 9:30 a.m. at the Wesley's
sermon that Stubbs
American countries.
church.
used were: earn all you can;
save all you can and give all
Yes,Free Baby Chicks For You
you can.
Here's All You Have To Do...
Stubbs developed these
•
points and indicated that
much of the inflation today is
Purchase 20 Chicks And 50 Pounds Of
because these ideas are not
Members and guests of the
Southern States Starter And Grower
practiced. He said that great
Pottertown Homemakers
Other members present religious
revivals have come
Club will meet Wednesday,
Crumbles And Receive 20 More Chicks
were Gussie Adams, Mary after periods
of high inflaApril 8, at 10 a.m. at the ColGertzen, Pattye Overcast, tion.
fin_Of Charge.
onial House Smorgasbord.
Ruth Weston, Rosina ZimYou've got a busy schedule and we know there's no way to
He gave several illustraLouise Short, president,
merman, Mildred Thomp- tions of religious
revival
urges all members and inmake
money sitting and waiting. That is why we go out of the
son, Muriel Wright, Lavine after high
inflation. For exterested persons to attend.
way to make sure you don't have any unproductive time at our
Carter, Celelia Noonan,
Offer Good Only While Supply Lasts.
At the March meeting at
Shirley Werts, Jean Pipher,
office.
We'll schedule you so that you don't have to wait.
HARDWOODS "
the Smorgasbord, Jean
Dorothy Sobieski, Dorothy
.
Hardwoods
We'll
make the time you spend with us productive and of
such
as
rock_
Cloar, county extension
S
sc
im
ailinita
end
s. -.1 Attie Hurt. elm, hickory, white oak and
value
to you because we've got the time to explain your taxes
agent in home economics,
Guests present were Leola -Maple are the best fuels for
presented a report on "Solar •
you
to
and the time to advise you on ii9w to avoid unnecessary
Erwin, Norma Potadle from burning. They burn slowly
Heating." She told how pertax bills nekt year. We've got the time to discuss your ac.
Nebraska,and Marian Fox. and produce a lot of heat.
sons can also cut down on
counting needs and offer valuable observations and
their electric bills.
suggestio
ns.
Bobbie Cook, food leader,
presentet.
s
lesson
on
"How
you
need the personalized in-depth type of services we
If
For Top Profits, Feed Your Layers One
to Buy Groceries To Save
TOMAITO-CABIAGI
ourselves
pride
on, call now. We've got the time for.you!
uf Southern States Laying Mashes
Money."
BROCCOLI
The clothing leader, Dolly
BRUSSEL WitOlITS
Loma, gave a short lesson
Mere thaw a title, It's a profession
on "Clothing."
Lorene Cooper gave the
Rt. 8,Industrial Rood
NURSERY &
devotion. Mrs. Short presid•
SPICIALIIIII
GREENHO
USE
ed
with reports being given
Munay, Kentucky
"TOYALI,Y" FREE ESTIMATES
LANDSC`V"
by Iva Alford, treasurer,
OP/11 t-S 1111011.-SIIN.
Phone: 753-1423
Raba Jo Roberts, selptary,
14 I. 1111.1tAT, WI.
and Lucy Alderd1ce7 land201 S. 6th.Street
753-8918
Saturday, April 4
Yard and bake sale of Northside Independent Church
will start at 9 a.m. at location, old Highway 641, onehalf mile south of Dexter.
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Washington Today
An AY News Analysis
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP SpecialCorrespondent
WASHENCTON ( AP) — Once, in
midcampaign speech, Ronald Reagan
was interrupted by a loud bang as a
balloon exploded near the platform.
"Missed me," he joked,and went on
with his speech.
Last week it was not a bursting
balloon, and the bullet didn't miss. It
hit him in the chest, punctured his
lung,sent him to surgery.
But the jokes kept coming, relayed
by aides who said the president quipped his way through the first long
night of recovery, scribbling the jokes
when he couldn't speak them.
They were wisecracks with a
design, reassuring signals that the
Gipper might,be down butnot _out. For
a while, it sounded as though the gunman had aimed at President Reagan
and nicked Bob Hope.
There was something engaging and
reassuring about Reagan's reported
remark to his wife as he was wheeled
to the surgeons: "Honey, I forgot to
duck.",
Reagan has cracked some selfdeprecating jokes that rank with any
the comics could coin. The Saturday
night before he was shot, he told a formal dinner that the administration
isn't perfect. "Sometimes our right
hand doesn't know what our far-right
hand is doing."
He's been using humor as long as
he been in politics.
Asked whether he fell off his horse
on an afternoon's outing from the
White House: "Heck no, you don-'-t see
any grass stains."

Business Mirror

By JOHN CUNNIFF

_,.....
)
NEW YORK(AP)-7 The real estate
brokertold the young couple he- wouittfind them the right house.,-Consider
find you ,
me your scout," he said.
money."
least
the
for
house
best
the
The couple was reassured, and on
the way home they mused about their
good fortune. They had a man working just for them. With prices so high,
it was nice to think they had professional help on their side.
So did the family selling the house.They „carefully chose the broker
because, they observed, with home
prices allover the lot these days they
felt a good broker might win them
several thousand dollars more.
They had another reason: At today's prices, the 6 percent sales commission comes to a lot of money. -If
we have to pay it," they reasoned,
"we're better off paying it to the best
broker."
How can both parties expect the
best deal? Critics are sometimes confounded that regulators haven't made
greater efforts to clarify matters.
Two explanations are sometimes offered; _
The first is more .a human thaw a
legal problem. Even if warned,
buyers will continue to assume
brokers are working solely for Ghent,
rather than, as is usual, for the seller
who is paying them.
Secondly, a good broker sometimes
.can come close to serving the desires
of both parties. The point is arguable,
but the justification offered is that his
compromises may save a sale from
fa IIingthroug h.

A somewhat.similar situation exists
in -the stock-market -where many
small investors view their broker as a
cbnfidant and adviser: That relationship can -and does exist, of course, but
it isn't always so.
To begin with, the broker's income
depends on his making sales to his
customers. He earns nothing for giving advice. Sometimes, he is not even
in a position to offer professional advice on specific stocks.
Sometimes the broker is put in -an
even more complex position: As a
salesman, he is asked by his
brokerage house to sell a certain
stock, perhaps a new issue in which
his firm has an underwriting position.
Insurance agents sometimes- find
themselves in a comparable situation.,
in which they are torn- between- the
need for income and the desire to
serve buyers with whom they seek a
continuing relationship.
The most commonly offered
response to criticism of this
sometimes conflicting role is that
brokers soon would run out of
Cbstomers.it they were ruled by-the
short-term expedient of exploiting
customers.
Those. customers, it is argued,
would drift away once they found
themselves with the wrong stocks and
the wrong policies.
Perhaps. But what isn't likely to
drift away is the human propensity
for assuming that a salesman is a personal adviser also. Sometimes they
are, but that's not always what butters their bread. Sales do that.

Proclamation
WHEREAS,Frances Shea departed
this life on the-2nd day of April, 1981;
and,
WHEREAS, Frances Shea served
as Circuit Court Clerk and as a
member of the Calloway County Courthouse official family; and,
WHEREAS, Frances Shea was efficient, loved, and respected, both by
her fellow employees and this Community and shall be missed by all of
us.
NOW, THEREFORE, we, the
Calloway County Fiscal Court and the
elected officials of Calloway County,
,Kentucky, do hereby Proclaim the 6th
day of April, 1981 a day of mourning in
Calloway County and direct that the
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At the _first question-by-lottery
White House news conference: "Now
we shall get on with our first attempt
at Reagan roulette."
At his 70th birthday party: "I want
to thank you for the celebration of the
31st anniversary of my 39th birthday." That sequence got better as it
went; Reagan quoted Thomas Jefferson as saying age is not a factor in
ability, then deadpanned, "And ever)
_ since he told me that." To complaints that photographers
were facing the wrong end of his
horse: "You've Civered politics. You
should be used to that."
There was this,about an imaginary
Democratic debate: "There'd be
Jerry Brown, who's on both sides of
every issue. There'd be Teddy Kennedy who's on the wrong side of every
issue. -Arid there'd be Jimmy Carter,
who doesn't know what the issues
are."
But none of it matched those game
Reagan quips relayed from the
hospital after he was shot. Some of
them were relayed by aide Lyn Nofziger, an old wisecracker himself,
raising suspicions that the quips may
have had some staff assistance.
Since Nofziger'-s forte is the really
awful pun, that seems unlikely. After
all, it was Nofizger who, asked
whether visiting Israeli Prime
Minister. Menachem Begin woul4 see
the newly elected Reagan, replied:
-Not even him, but he's been beggin'
to..-.go." Besides.. there was __carrobbrating testimony from a hospital
spokesman that just before the
anesthsia, Reagan looked up at the
surgeons -and said: "Please tell me
you're all Republicans.'7 They did.

By The Associated Prow
Today is Saturday, April 4, the 94th
day of 1981. There are 271 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On April 4, 1968, civil rights leader
Martin Luther King was assaassinated
in Memphis,Tenn.
On this date:
In 1581, England's Queen Elizabeth
I knighted Francis Drake.
In 1975, a United States transport
carrying 243 Vietnamese orphans to
refuge in America crashed and burned shortly after takeoff from Saigon.
More than 100 children and 25 adults
were killed.
Five years ago: Egypt's President
Awar Sadat announced the cancellation of the Soviet Navy's rights to use
Egyptian port.i
One year age: Three American
clergymen left for Tehran to hold
Easter services for the American
hostages.
Today's birthdays: Dance teacher
Arthur Murray is 86. Blues guitarist
Muddy Waters is 66.
Thought for today: Imagination is
more important than knowledge —
Albert Einstein, German-born
physicist (1879-1955).

Bible Thought

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
The home of Layman Peeler on the
Martin's Chapel Road was destroyed
by fire this morning.
Deaths reported include J. 0. Compton, 81, and Mrs. Ruth J. Paschall,
71.
An elementary biology group of six
fourth grade students at Murray
University School — _Brad Taylor,
Fred Kemp, Penny Price, Gary Gardner, Emily Humphrey, and Lynda Jo
Johnson — won the grand award over

more than 300 entries in the fourth annual West Kentucky Science Fair at
Murray State University. Tom Smith
of Calloway County High School was
first in the senior high individual
event.
The Murray High School Band,
Junior High Girls Ensemble, Senior
High Girls Ensemble, Madrigal
Singers, and the four vocal soloists —
Renee Taylor, Susan Hainswortb,
Ray Smith, and Pat Jacks -w received

20 Years Ago
A proposed garbage collection and
disposal system was explained last
night tohearlsof various civic clubs-of
Murray in the City Hall by Murray
Mayor Holmes Ellis and Maprice
Crass, Jr., and Lester Nanney,
members of the Sanitation committee
of the council.

Deaths reported 'include Claude
Underwood, 69, William H. Cleaver,
n,and Mrs. Alpha McDougal Vinson,
75.
The 1950 graduating class of Murray Training School, now College
High School, metApril 1 at the College
High building for,allass reunion.

30 Years Ago
Bill Parks, and Ted J. Barnett, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Collie Barnett, are in a
band group at the Lackland Air Base,
Texas.
Earl Ruby was featured speaker at
the banquet honoring the Murray
State College Basketball Team held at
Woods Hall, MSC.
"Mr. L. L. Beale will be missed by
the many people who knew him. He
Deaths reported include W. M. was a familiar sight in town," from
Bill) Daugherty.
the column, -Seen Se Heard Around
Rupert Parks, son of Mr. and Mrs. Murray" by James C. Williams.

N. C. & St. L. Engine No. 406 pulled
the last passenger train through Murray on March 31 terminating about 60
years of passenger service on the line.
Pictured with the engine are J. L.
Perry, Luther Cole, W. H. Hodges, W.
R. Haynes, 0. L. Wallace, E. C.
Mathis, C. L. McPeake, and W. H.
Logan.

40 Years Ago
Work of clearing the world's largest
reservoir, 184 miles of navigable
channel suitable for boats of 9-foot
draft, the reservoir to hold the impounded waters of the Lower Tennessee River upon completion of the
Kentucky Dam in 1945, was started _
._
April 1.
----- •
Deaths reported this _week include
Lexie Lee Lillard, 4,W. W. (Billie)
Haley, 79, Mrs. J.,C. Rudd, 80, Toy
Tucker, 28, and Fendol Burnett, jr.,
18.
Twenty-seves men, the largest
number of cnscription trom this
county since e act was passed last
fall, will leav 1 here today by special
iwhere they will be inA
bus to Louis4
y service.ducted into
for Murray and
Two proj
Calloway County have been released
by the WPA. They include a 40-foot
bridge and double concrete box
culvert tb be constructed on the AlrnoShiloh Road; and concrete
pavements, curbs and gutters to be
laid on Seventh Street, Main to Elm,
Third Street, Main to Walnut, and
Walnut from Third to Fourth.
Competing against 16 other high
schools of West Kentucky, Murray
a

flag on the Courtyard be flown athalf=fit and that a copy of this Proclamation be spread upon the minutes
of the Fiscal Court Orders,- delivered
to her family and made available to
the news media.
APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY by
consent by the Calloway County
Fiscal Court and all County elected officials on this the 3rd day of April,
1981.
Robert O. Miller,
County Judge/Executive
Calloway County, Kentucky
*Blueprints of the ground plan of the
Attest:
new Murray-Postoffice to be erected
Marvin Harris,
CountY Coiirt Clerk
at a cost of $90,000 were received here
this week by Postmaster M. L.
Calloway County, Kentucky
Whitnell.
Rainfall during the past week has
Murray Ledger & Times
2.52 inches, according to H. B.
totalled
.10R-700
LISPS
•
Walter L. A
Publisher
Arnold, official government weather
R.Gene
Editor
recorder here. This brings to a total
The Murray Ledger & Times is pu
since Jan. 1 to around nine inches of
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4,
Christnuts Day, New Years Day and Thimitsgiv
rainfall. A low temperature of 27 was
iiig by, Murray Newspapers, Inc., IN N. 4th St.,
recorded on March 29.
Murray, Ky. 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray,Ky. 42071.
Deaths reported this week include
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by
Connie Lawrence,52, Mrs. Sarah Ann
earners, $3.25 per month. payable in advance.
Outand, Gentry. Walston, Mrs. Ethel
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Horan, Mayfield,Sedalia and Farmington,Ky.,and
Cain, Mrs. Sarah Wrather, and Mrs.
Paris. Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., sicso per
Dulcie Long.
year. By mail to other destinations, PM Per

High won the debate championship at
the Regional Speech Festival at Murray State College March 27 and 28.
Team members were Maurita Morris,
James Lewis Johnson, Billy-Mahan,
Tom Fenton, Hilda Farley, and Sarah
Jo Underwood. Prof. W. B. Moser is
coach.,.
Mamages announced this week include Mary Snow to Julian Howard on
March 30.
Murray Milk Products Company
has 18 plant employees and 17 truck
drivers.
George Gibson, Keys Patterson,
Patricia Gibson, Laura Farley,
Frances Dunn, Clyde Roberts, Inez
Ealey, Helen Shoemakers, Ea.L
Lassiter, Faye ,Baucum, Hardeman
Hendon, Leon Winchester, and Max
Allbritten are members of the cast of
the play,,"The Man Higher Up,"to be
presented by the freshman and
sophomore classes at New Concord
High School on April 5.
Phil Cutchin, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Carlisle Cutchin of Murray, is a
sophomore in the College of Arts and
Sciences at the University of Kentucky, Lexington, where he has also
reported for spring football practice.

50 Years Ago

year.
Member of Associated Pre,Kontlicky _Press
Mom-tenon and ontliern Newspaper Puldiehers
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Today In History

ftray,f9

Elected as officers of the Calloway
County Medical Society were Dr. W.
F. Grubbs, Hazel, and Dr. R. M.
Mason and Dr. E. D. Covington, Murray.
Marriages announced this week include Louise Ashmore to Tom Turner
on March 15, and Mildred Farley to
Maynard Ragsdale on March 28.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Humphleys.
One year after the citizens of Murray had erected a marker honoring
Nathan B. Stubbleifled as inventor"of
radio, Prof. L. J. Hortin, journalist at
Murray State College, addressed the
college on Stubblefield. Mrs. Hortin
A total of 406 Calloway County sang a song dedicated to the inventor.
farmers have received $36,195 from
Murray State College will act as
Federal Seed Loans to date, accor- host to hundreds of high school
ding to County Agent C.0.Dickey.
athletes representing schools in
A new lumber firm in Murray to be Western Kentucky and Tennessee in a
known as the Calloway dainty track and field meet to be held April
Cumber Contany expectfto be ready' 11, according to Prof. R, L. Monfor business by April -Irseaccording to tgomery, director of physical educaC. L. Sharborough, chief dWiief and tion at MSC. This is the first meet)of
manager.
its kiwi to be held in Murray.

So we, being many, ire one body
In Christ, nod every one somber'
superior ratings at the First Regional one Of another. Roams 12:5. Contest held at Murray State UniverThe unity of the church depends
•
on the participation of individual
sity.
members.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. William L. Call, March 26, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Gravest
March 31, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bob-'
by Odom, April 1, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Danny M. Paschall, April 1, and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ted Birdsong,
By Ken Won
March 31.
Thomas Jefferson was near death in
June of 1826 when he penned these
words about the Declaration of InBirths reported at the Murray dependence in a letter to a friend:
May it be to the world, what I
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
believe it will be.. the signal of
Charles Redden, a girl to Mr. and
arousing men to burst the chains
Mrs. William Lee, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs.Steve Paschall, a girl to Mr. and •under which monkish ignorance
rind superstition had persuaded
Mrs. Sam Howard, a girl to Mr. and
them to bind themselves, and to
Mrs. Bobby Kemp, a boy to Mr. and
assume the blessings and security
Mrs. Edward Brunner, and a boy to
of self-government.
Ronald and Becky Hampton.
Words like these might help us
The Rev. Bill Jones of Corbin,son of
belief in
8. C. Jones of Murray, will speak understand Jefferson's
and state
church
between
separation
BapFirst
the
at.
Wednesday evening
clearly.
more
bit
a
tist Church.

Thoughts
In Season

,

Echoes From The Past By Judy Maup

The Hensons
-This week I have a letter given to
me by Mr. Rollie Kelley which was
written by an ancestor of his, John
Henson. Although the letter is not
dated, it was written many years ago
and gives a short history of the Henson family:
"My ancestors were full-blooded
Dutch. They were born and raised in
the Netherlands. The first Dutch to
leave their native land and go to Germany was before the fifth century.
Later on, another colony of Dutch
followed them to Germany and they
lived there for a long time. My greatgreat grandparents were in this
group. Later, a group of Dutch and,
Germans migrated to England. This
was before the 12th century.
"They lived in England -for 400
years and learned the Old English
language. Here the Anglo-Saxon race
began, Anglo meaning a combining
term meaning English, Saxon, a
member of an ancient Germanic people of North Germany,some of whom
settled in England. Then you have
Anglo-Saxon, our race of people today.
"My great-great grandparents died
in England and my great grandparents were born in England and
came to America in 1762, when he(my
grandfather) was 30 years of age. His
brother William 0. and family came
with him. My great grandfather's
name was Bartlett J. Henson. They
landed in the state of Virginia, from
there to Virginia, then to North
Carolina
My grandparents were both born in
North Carolina in 1808. Grandpap's
name was Phillip Henry and
Grandma's name was Mary Cathern
Johnson. They had six boys and one
girl. The boys' names were-William,
Traften, Elias, John, Newton, and
Bart, my dad. The girrs name was
Alice Cathern.
My great grandparents had John,
Jess,Henry and one girl. When he and
his brother with their families left
North Carolina in 1818 and came to the
new state of Kentucky, they crossed
the Tennessee River not far from
where Aurora is now located and
three years later became Calloway
County.
There was not a soul to be found
anywhere except a few Indiana that
would not leave. There was not a
building of any kind to be found west
of the Tennessee river; don't see how
they made it. My grandfather would
tell me about it; he was ten years old
when they came to Kentucky,

Calloway County, and it included
Marshall County at that time. This
was approved by the legislature on
Dec. 15, 1821. In 1822, the legislature
passed an act establishing the county,
and on Jan. 16, 1822, the Commistown of
sioners appointed met
Wadesboro and effected Mermanent
organization.
In June 1822, the legislature passed
an act authorizing the opening of a
land office in Wadesboro and appointed Edmond Curd Clerk of the of- ip
fice and authorized him to sell all the
land west of the Tennessee River at
$1. per acre. There was a few tracts
that sold for $1.25 per acre. They joined the county seat. The rest would not
sell at that price so the legislature
reduced the price to 500 per acre and
authorized the clerk to sell it at some
price. It -sold from 500 to 12Yag per
acre.
Then people began to come to the
new country in droves. Calloway
County was the 72nd county in order of
formation in the state. Marshall Cowiseparated from Calloway in.
1842 "as everybody knows" and was
named in honor of Chief.Justice of the
U. S. Supreme Court, John R. Marshall.
My great grandfather was 56 years
old when he came to Kentucky in 1818
with his brother William 0. Henson.
He bought 620 acres of land for $248
from the state, deed signed by Isaac
Shelby, first governor of Kentucky.
Some of the land today is selling by
the square foot or as high as $3000 an
acre.,That's aroundfairdealing. .
"My great grandfather bought the
land and built a home out halfway
between FairdealiteY and Olive,
neither place here at that time, 1818.
It was a single room log house 20 foot
square and I was raised in it. Leonard
Killer tore It down, he owns the place
today. I tried to buy the logs out
Leonard would not price them. He told
me one day that he would not be too
hard on me, but he never priced
them."
This letter is too long for one column,,so_I will finish it next week,and
then continue with the Lee- family
history. Please forgive the lack of
organization.Orders for the cemetery
book are coming in Well. I still have
little idea of how many to order, so if
those of you who would pfefer to pay
- for the book when it is done will just
send written confirmation that you want a copy, maybe I can get-an ldeb
from that. -
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Murray Business News Briefs
ifki ‘11°

141 Owen's Market
Gets Recognition

- -St

Good, Bad News
On State Firm Sites

Kenneth Owen, Owen's
Food Market, has been
recognized nationally for his
success in the grocery
business.

his own business and
operated stores at several
For manufacturing,firms labor, average unemploydifferent sites throughout
considering
Kentucky as a ment benefits, private pollu...."
the city, always building his
Wane
4
.
"4
possible location for a plant tion abatement expenbusiness around'--t stung,
site, there is good news and ditures, vocational -educa—1:
1P
quality meat department.
bad.
tion expenditures and state
Owen's Food Market, 1407
His present store was built
The good newsis that Ken- disbursements for highways.
Main, was listed in the Proin 1969 and is operated under
tucky has low state and local
Selwin Price, an Exgressive Grocer magazine
the same principles of
tax burdens, low per-capita ecutive of Alexander Grant
as one of the outstanding
friendly service, low prices
spending by state govern- and partner in carge of the
groceries in the United
and quality meat and deli
CO-9670
ment and comparatively low survey, - emphasized the
States for 1980.
products.
maximum payments under study does not include every
Elizabeth P. Price, direcThe store itself is a family
workers' compensation in- criterion that has an irrIpact
tor of editorial services for
operation featuring 6,500
svance.
on a business location deciProgressive Grocer,
square feet of shopping area,
- In the not-so-good news sion.
Kenneth Owen,Progressive Grocer's
descaed Owen's award in a a
full-size meat department
department, Kentucky has a • 'Business climate, at least
recent letter: "Your success
1981 -Honor Roll Winner
and a locally f_amou,s deli -high number of worker hours i,n the context of this study, is
in what was at best a difthat serves such items as pit
lost
per year because of the ability of a state to keep
A
totally
new
cab-overficult year can well be
gallon, and with the inclubarebecue, barbecued ribs engine trAk designed
dgain
d.
industrial jobs," he
described as extraordinary.
sion of a new, specially- work stoppages among nonand chicken, as well as all specifically to reduce fuel
said.
designed IH air deflector, agriculture workers.
Ranked in the magazine as
kinds of salads made right in consumption has been inThese findings are part of
"The criteria used in this
one of only 207 groceries in
the projected fuel dollars
the store. Owen also troduced by International
-the U. S. chosen for this
that can be saved could total the 1980 business climate study are cost-centered and
operates a catering service Harvester's Heavy Truck
,survey conducted by Alex- related to profitability and
award, Owen's Food Market
$2,057.
that handles parties and lun- Division.
was selected on the basis of
"The addition of another ander Grant & Co., a are those reached by a concheons for 25 to 600 people.
-At last the trucking in- exclusive
performanc
International Chicagq-based accounting sensus-of manufacturing exe
during
1980,
ex. At the Woodmen of the vice Ccirrunittee.
Owen acknowledged his _dustry_ _has_ a genuine inflafeature, rear-cab extenders firm, and the Conference of
cellent results that year;
World Kentucky JurisdicDuring another part of the
fainily for their help in mak- tion fighter with the new InManufacturers' ecuti
Hev
a
"
d that e
covering the gap between State
creative
-merchandis
ing and ing the
tional convention held dur- program, honor was paid to
business a success. ternational CO-9670," accorAssociations:
that influence business locaprometion
the
truck
and
and
a
trailer,
van
extraor-Mg the past weekend of the memory of—deceased
"My wife, Anna Mae, and ding to Trucks-TrailersWhen all of Kentucky's tion decisions — such as procould bring the total fuel savMarch 27 to 29 at the Ex- Past-President Glenn--- C. dinary growth over the past children have always work- Buses,Inc. on US.641
good and bad points are com- ximity to markets, climate,
South ing to about $2,500."
12
months.
ecutive Inn in Owensboro, Wooden of Murray.
ed in the store and I still in Murray. "Through adThe truck's streamlined piled, the state is 26th among water and energy supply,
Owen's was also cited 'in
Aubrey Willoughby of Mur- . At the Saturday night banhave two sons that work with. vances in aerodynamics and
'configurat
the
magazine
ion results from the 48 continguous states in adequacy of skilled labor
for his build-up me,"
ray was elected delegate to quet, President James HarOwen said. Jerry Owen weight reduction, and the
of
wind
a
large,
tunnel
tests and related the business climate rank- and supplies of raw
quality
meat
and
the national convention to be mon announced Murray
is the meat market manager use of fuel-efficient comdelicatessen business.
research that International ing. It's the same_ position materials — were not
,Sorarity827 a,sikinners of the .
Anci'Daincl9ioten,iatbe AlifwiSe...-penente,thistrnekehaetresr.."
„4,6votewhirtke*ft.4.4....
--.44nws4s'
'
0
Welfbrafgh
Iltebizeti-Mitfie- -Kerattelithatitr10791
t bis•fafay ter tant meat
Missouri,in July.
state-wide scrapbook concutter and deli edit can cut fuel costs."
'Top-ranke
d
Mississippi
Mr. Price noted that these
ting for the past ten years,
Harold Douglas, also of test. President Harmon Murray in 1950 when he supervisor.
and 48th-ranked Michigan points and the "quality of
The dealer said extensive said the dealer.
bean
as
meat
manager
for
Murray, was elected as presented them the first
"Most of our success is ow- testing has shown that an imThe principal weight sav- also retained their 1979 rank- life" factors are different for
the Kroger Co. in its local ed
Alternate Delegate.
to the,fine folks of Murray provement of as much as ten
place trophy.
each manufacturer and are
store. After six years as
ings can be achieved in ex- ings in the latest survey.
Thomas C. Scruggs was
and their continued support percent can be achieved by
The convention was atOn
a
regional
basis,
the
probably considered by most
tensive
meat
use of high-tensile
manager, he opened of us,"
re-elected state treasurer tended by 500 officers,
Owen said.
the cab-over-engine CO-9670 strength aluminum in. the southern states (including firms. But they were omitted
and Glenda Smith was delegates, and guests, and
compared to the Interna- cab and frame construction, Kentucky) were considered from the analysis because
elected to the fraternal ser- was the largest in history.
tional Transter II model and in the axles and wheels. to have the most favorable they are impossible to quanclimates for manufacturing. tify and many of them are
which it replaces.
KeritOcky_however. was the not alterable by government
_ The CO-970._is being prolowest ranked of the states in actions,::,he said.
duced in two models: the
the region.
"XL-Series" which is
-Limited as it is, we view
Kentucky improved from this report to be valid and
directed toward the trucking
Thomas Lee Green, M. D.,
1979 to 1980 in only two of the m_eaningful," _ said industry's common carriers
as associate in the practice
11 factors judged. The state Price. "We hope that it will
and private fleets; and the
David A. Eberle, M.D., a
of obstetrics and gynecology
luxury -Eagle" created urologist in Murray, recent- gained in the categories of contribute
to
an
at the Murray-Woman's
':percentage change in state understanding of our evolvespecially for the owner- ly
notified
was
that
had
he
Clinic, 305 South Eighth
driver
and
other passed board certification and local taxes per capita" ing national economic
Street; was recently notified
and "average
discriminating truc,k examination
weekly development."s. He took the
that he has passed board exmanufacturing wage."
operators.
February
test
Kan1
and
in
2
aminations making him a
In the category of "state
. The vastly improved sas City, MO.
KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
member of the American
spending growth -versus THE MOVE- LAST WEEK:
aerodynamic design of, the
Dr.
officialEberle
will
be
Board of Obstetrics and
truck is the main contributor - ly inducted to the American state income growth," Market direction was upGynecology.
however, the state plum- ward. Leading gainers:
to its fuel saving Board
of Urology in May in
Dr. Green took the tests
meted. Kentucky was ninth Hiunana NYSE,, to 41 from
capabilities,said the dealer. Boston.
February 3 in San Franbest on this item in 1979 but 34 Lt. ;
-Air drag has a serious
Brown-Forman
He earned his bachelor's
cisco.
dropped to 40th in 1980.
negative influence on the
Distillers
AMEX), to 63'8
degree at Indiana UniversiDr. Green earned his
Some of the other factors from 5938; First Kentucky
mileage performance of a
bachelor's degree at Murray
the survey considers are: National OTC,to.403i from
vehicle," he said. "It's the
State University in 1970. He
energy cost per million 3734. Largest declines:
air turbulence — or the
earned his M.D. degree at
BTUs, labor union member- General Energy OTC 1, -to
disruption of air flow —
the College of Medicine,
ship as a percent of total 42'4 from 45-3/5; Jerrico
arOund the truck that causes
University of Kentucky, Lexair drag and this means
(OTC ), to 2278 from 24.
ington, in 1974. He completed
more fuel is being used to
Thomas Lee Green
his residency in obstetrics
create the horsepower needand gynecology at Louisville P.S.C. and Gene Cook, 114.D.,
ed to overcome it.
General Hospital through P.S.C. at the clinic since July
"By improving the
(Left to right, standing) lindy &Ater, George
the University of,Louisville. 1978.
• aerodynamics it means that
Gallagher, Bill Kopperad, Bill Rayburn, (seated) Ellin'
in 1978.
Dr. Green resides at 1720 on the basis of 100,000 miles
Jones, Secretary, Geri Andersen.
He has been an associate Holiday Drive with his wife, of truck travel
and using No.
•
Call On The "Home Team" At
of Conrad H. Jones, M.D., Lois, and their two children. 2 diesel
fuel at $1.25 per
••••••,..

New IH Cab To Reduce
Fuel Consumption

Aubrey Willoughby
Elected Delegate To
WOW Convention

Thomas Lee Green
Passes Examinations
For Medical Board

David Eberle
Passes Board
Examinations

-

Kopperud Realty
For All Tsar Real Estata Maids

711 Main
Murray,
Ky.

• PE ID
RI Air(

753-1222

7531222
(24 Hr.
Phan')

H&R BLOCK

xr

Question No. 8

Tax preparation
fees are
tax deductible.
Li True El False
When H&R Block prepares your taxes,
not only do you get all the benefits of.our
extensive tax knowledge, you also get the
benefit of being able to deduct our low fee
for preparing your taxes on next year's return
if you itemize. So the answer is TRUE.

WE'LL MAKE THE TAX LAWS WORK FOR YOU

H&R BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 Arcadia
Open 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Weekdays
9 a.m.-5 p.m.Sat. plioniw753-9iO4

kik To Unveil New Product
• RCA will unveil what it
calls "the most innovative
and exciting consumer electronics
product...since
television itself" tonight
before several audiences nationwide, including a group
f Mid-South electronics
dealers.
RCA said it took ;150
million and 15 years to
develop the product, called a
SelectaVision VideoDise
player, and that it will
launch "the largest advertising and promotional campaign ever scheduled for a
new RCA product." It will be
introduced to 145 Mid-South
dealers at the Holiday-Inn
Rivermont. The local
preview is sponsored by
RCA distributor McDonald
Brothers Co., Inc., and will.
include a transmission by
closed-circuit
satellite
television from New York City.
RCA's new home entertainment system is expected:- along with more than 2
to become available in Mar- million disks. In 10 years,
ch. It has two parts: The RCA expects the players to
player selling for ;499.95, "achieve a 30 to 50 per cent
and the disks, varying in penetration of all U.S. color
price from ;19.95 to nearly TV homes."
$100.--Lite product can't
RCA
believes
its
technology is so far ahead in
record. "
The prerecorded disk is the videodisk field that its
about the size of a record prbduct will overcome comalbum. It contains movies, petition from the video
sports highlights, notable cassette recorder market.
television shows, ballet and RCA says Zenith; J.C. Penney; Sears, Roebuck & Co.;
Plays.
RCA says the product is"a Sanya; Toshiba; Hitachi,'
simple, economical and and Radio Shack will base
dependable system ,for the their models on the RCA
home...(that) could grow to design.
$7.5 billion by the end of the
Initially, there will be 90
10th year." The communica- disks available. RCA plans
tions giant expects to sell to introduce 30 more every
200,000 Mayers tins year, three months. Also, RCA of-

There's a

David A. Eberle
ty, Bloomington, Indiana, in
June 1970. He earned his
M.D. degree at Indiana
University Indianapolis, Indiana, in June 1974.
He completed his residency in general surgery and
_urology at Akron, Ohio in
June 1979.
-Dr. Eberle joined the staff
, at Murray-Calloway County
• Hospital in July 1179;11iCtfice is located at 300 South
Eight Street.
He resides at 1508 Tabard
Drive with his wife, Jane,
and their two children.

Farmowners
Shield for you too
SEE

DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN
(OLD NATIONAL HOTEL BLDG)

7S3-0445
Glenda Anderson Secretary

-

.‘)
$
We at

SOON TO SE
SMELTER INS.
COMPANY

the

•

•

Bank of Murray
offer our
ficials say new films will be
available within 90 days of
release. Outlets that rent
video cassettes are expected
to rent the disks.
The initial assortment of
VideoDisc cassettes — which
includes nothing rated "R"
or "X" — varies from
"Saturday Night Fever" to
"College Football Classics"
to "Hamlet" to "The
Grateful Dead in Concert."
Popular television shows
also wiIIbe released, including Star Trek and Little
House on the Prairie. The
most expensive release is a
four-disk set of Praneo Zeffirelli's "Jesus
of
Nazareth," whieh sells for ,
$99.95,

Congratulations
to

Kenneth Owen
Thomas Green
David Eberle
•
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VU Rallies Twice For 12-8 Win

pnd one bases-loaded jam to
By DAVID HIBBITTS
get off to his best beginning
Sports Editor ,
•
At times, this year's Mur- since his first game...but,
ray State baseball team just boom, Vandy's Steve Chmil
hits a two-rwi home run and
cannot.stahd prosperity..
Yesterday's 12-8 loss to _- the Thoroughbreds are
.
defending Southeastern Con-- down,3-0.
As has been their
ference champion Vanderbilt was a.prime example in custom, the Breds do not let
several instances:
their slow start wade them
MSU starter Rick Garoz- down as they battle back for
zo has worked his way a run-in the bottom of the inthrough one perfect inning ning and then tap their noted

home run strength in the bomb squad rushed to the
fourth for a long two-run scene.
blast by Gary Blaine and a
First, Clay Boone put one
solo squeaker by Jeff
well into the trees in centerOakley.
field for his 15th home run of
frue to its priorthe season, Darrel White hit
form as well, Vanderbilt
one to almost the same spot
strikes back for three runs in
and Lee Hutson cleared the
the top of the fifth as Murray
left field fence and the
State Cfonunits three errors.
building beyond it.
Yet,after another run by
Vandy in the sixth to put the
Once the Breds had tied
Breds behind, 7-4, the MSU the game,the_ go-ahead run

was scored when Blaine's hit
got away in left field, allowing Ronnie Scheer to score.
--But this was when Murray finally let a hard day's
work become just another
part of a season-long creation of excitement.
In the next inning, Vandy
was the beneficiary of three
more MSU errors as Jerry
Williams tagged a .bases
loaded single to restore the
lead to 10-8.
"This was a ballgame we
should have won," MSU
coach Johnny Reagan said.
-We simply could not make
KNOWING IT WILL BE A LONG NINE INNINGS- MSU catcher Jeff Oakley, who
the plays defensively, and
later had one of the Breds'five home runs, offers encouragement to his pitcher,
our pitching is not strong
Rick Garozzo,after Garozzo had set down Vanderbilt in order in the first inning.
enough to make up for our
defense.
"We scored eight runs,
and we should not get beat
In a dual meet at Roy
when we do that. We are just
PatteriiiifE lit
400 Meter Intermediate Hurdles —
0 HirgpHicur
eges
rd 1 6-6
Slocombe (1st) 54.9; Patterson ard
inconsistent. Tomorrow, we Stewart Stadium yesterday, 6-1101;Tu
Mike Slocombe 57.7.
Murray State defeated 1st) 15.5; Patterson 47M115.6.
may play great."
206 Meter Dash — Brown (2nd
s
rm
Diat.r(zi
—dE
)148
vis0Forde (1st
21.18; Forde (3rd)21.30.
That tomorrow to which Western Kentucky, 72-64, 48.1;400
Tony
3000 Meter Run — Chris Bunyan
Reagan was referring was to when the mile relay team
Long Jump — Don Small laD 23-3 13rd i 8:26.5.
'4;
Dave
decided
Small
the
Ilnd-4
outcome
22
in the
be an OVC doubleheader
'2.
Javelin — Brian Crall (1st( 184-10: 100 Meter Dash — Alfred Brown
Triple Jump — Jim Pace 2nd( 48-10
with Austin Peay at 1:30 final event. (2nd110.5; Mike Freeman (3rd 10.9.
Don Small (3rd p 48-10.
The final race was won 800 Meter Run — Eddie Wedderburn
p.m. today, weather permitMile Relay — 1st (Gary Schwan,
Brown, Perry Kona ntx,forde_t_
ting. If the games are .after Alfred Brown had run 3rd( l:55.7.
Discus —Andyliineittivid-,44,1.3:11.22
sootponed, they_ will .pro- -the second leg.and had-ex., •
tended
Murray's lead.
bably be played Sunday.
Western had finished seVanderbilt
0 0 3 0 3 1 0. 3 2 — cond to Murray's third in the
1 Ohio Valley Conference in3
1
2
1
Murray...00130 0 40 0— 8 9 9
Bill Olvey, Gary Burns (01 and Erez door track meet.

MSU Wins Meet Over WKU

GIVING MSU ITS SECOND LEAD - Gary Blaine rips a
single to put the Breds ahead, 8-7, before Vanderbilt

made its second comeback. Blaine had earlier hit a
tvt,o-run homer to tie the game at 3-3..
Staff Photo By Davidiiibbitts

Borowsky; Rick Garozzo, Randy
Shively (51, Mike Henning 8t and Jeff
Oakley. 2B — Charles DeFrance ( V 1,
Jerry Williams V 1, Scott Peck I Mt.
Ronnie Scheer I M). HR — Tim Turnei
VI,Steve Chmil I V Clay Boone IMP,
Darrel White thl Lee Hutson !Ai,
Gary Blaine Mt.Jeff Oakley PM). - •

MSU Third As Spencer
Reaches Both Semis

HSU 72, WKU 64
Shot Put — Andy Vince 2nd 53-6.
4 x 100 Relay — Second (Freeman,
Brown,Forde,Cornelius 42.2.
COLUMBUS, Miss, - In
1500 Meter Run — Gary Ribbons
theSouthern Colle_giate
13rd) 3:57.5.
Pole Vault — Morris Smith(1stwomen's
15tennis'tournament,

o.

Murray Second To
Marshall County
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky.. In a three-team track meet
held Thursday, Murray
finishedSeCond With-40 /
1
2
*points to Marshall County's
114. Ballard County was
third with 12 '2.
Murray scored its wins in
- the 110 meter hurdles, the
WO meter dash and.in the 800
meter relay.
-Mw-ray Results
110 Meter Hurdles — Mike Gough

1st(17.3.
Shot Put — Jeff-.Cartwright 13rd i.
38.4. .
100 Meter Dash — Randy Halley
',-1-1st-ri-14:-.S1ephon-He4A 1th.,
800 Metef Relay — .1st (Scott Orr.
Barry White, Reed,Halley 11 : 38.
Discus — Steve McDougal (2ndt 1136
400 Meter Dash — Orr '2nd 56.2.
300 Meter Low Hurdles — Gough
, 2nd 44.1.
200 Meter Dash — Halley I 2nd 24.0.
Triple Jump — Mike Daniels (2nd
37-1
• High Jump — Andy,Parks 13rd 5-4
1606 Meter Relay — 2nd White. Orr.
Steve Blivin. Chris Fazi I.

__Murray State has rtioved up
7... to third out of 12 teams as its
number singles player and
doubles teams have
•
qualified for the seqiifinals
today, the last in the throe-.
day event.
Fran Spencer reached one
semifinal in the singles by
defeating Kelly Wood of
Alabama-Birmingham, 3-6,
6-2, 6-1, and Stacey Simmons
of Memphis-State, 6-3, 6-3.
The doubles team of Spencer
"I believe we are doing
and April Horning also very well," MSU coach Nita
reached their semifinal -Head said. "When anyone
round by. beating Gandolfo gets this far,the competition
and Balcomb of Auburn, 6-3,' is very good."

Newton Drops Out

MHS Golf Team Drops
First Two Matches
In a pair of golf matches opening matches is now 0-3.
held - Wednesday an&
Lone Oak-167. Murray 191
-.7-Itinrsday, Murray was' MutraTTPH1—=-Robert Billington
48.'Jciriatitarrerhy 51, John Ptirdorii
defeated by Lone Oak in the 45. Greg Turner 47, Bill
Shelton 31.
first and finished third to Mayfield 163. 1.nnt• Oak 170. Murray
Mayfield and Lone Oak,in 178.
. Mwray 11781 — Billington 42.Purthe second. .
dom 47, Overby*. Sheilon 45. Turner
Murray's record after its

•

NASHVILLE, Tenn. API- Louisville's Ballard High
A pair ofAxiaches with Ken' School to the 1977 Kentucky
tucky ties are the centers of Championship, compiled a
attention as- - Vanderbilt 2847 recordat Vandy, and
UniVersitY. searches for a, was critized this year for
new basketball coach. .„
,benching the school's top two
C.M. Newton, a former. scorers.
-University of Kentucky -In view of tfi, e present cirplayer arida coach -at Tran- -cumstances,--and .after
sylvania University in I.ex- careful deliberation, I have
ngluu.;before: .atOitifts-- -deoi,dod---to—subrni , my
Alabania, is sch_eduled to be resignation as head basketin Nashville today to discuss ball coach. at Vanderbilt
the baskettiall vacancy.
University effective this
The job opened up Friday date,' Schmidt said followwhen Coach Richard ing a meeting with Athletic
announced
Schmidt
Director Roy,Kramer.
resignation after two Schmidt, 38, who came to
seasons. Schmidt, who led Vanderbilt after two years
KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

Orange, with saddle interior,
v8, power steering, V power
brakes, air conditioning, rally
wheels, one owner, 40,xxx
miles. Extra Sharp.
Dwain Taylor Chovrokt lac.
753-2617

641 South, Murray
!MAL MOTORS PARTS DIVIMOIN

2-6, 6-1, and Barbierd and
Wallender_nf Mississippi, 62,6-3.
.
Other members of the
MSU team who played
yesterday were Carla Amtwico, who lost to Manisha
Terera of Auburn, 6-2, 6-2,
and Horning, who lost to
Jeanie Burrow of Vanderbilt,6-1,6-2.
With 14 points after two
days, Murray trails
micsiqsippi, who leads with
20½,and Auburn with 20.

_

According to Murray State
Sports Information Director
Doug Vance, MSU assistant
basketball coach Steve
Newton has taken his name
out of consideration for the
head coaching position at
Georgia Southern.

_.

Earlier this past week,
there had been mutual interest expressed between
Newton and Georgia
Southern after Newton had
been interviewed by the
university.

************4***********4****
REACHING A PERSONAL BEST - Murray State's Mike
Siocombe runs away from the field in the 110 meter

as an assistant to Terry
Holland at Virginia, guided
the Commodores to a 13-13
record in ,1979-1980 and a 1514 mark this year.
Meanwhile,
The
Associated Press has learned that Newton, now
associate commissioner of
the Southeastern ConsLetic_ej_liad been in touch
with Kramer and' was to hem the Vanderbilt campus today to discuss the job.
"I have an interest, in
Vanderbilt, but I'm not interested in just coaching,"
Newton said Friday afternoon. "I'm interested in
Vanderbilt."
The school said assistant

coaches Don Bostic and Bob
Lindsay would not return
next season.
Alumni and students
criticized Schmidt when he
benched starters Mike
Rhodes and Charlie Davis
this year. He suspended
Rhodes for one game for
disciplinary reasons and
suspended Davis and Jimmy
Gray - for two contests. He
then kicked Gray, a
Louisville native, off the
team.
Vanderbilt jumped to a 123 mark this year before winding up 15-14, but the Commodores upset nationallyranked Kentucky in the SEC
tournament last month in

For all your Travel Reservations Coll

high hurdles in a time of 15.5.
Staff Photo By David Hisbitts

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

Birmingham, Ala.
and I have a lot of respect for
-"It is no surprise," Davis, him."
a senior, said of Schmidt's
representing
Wednesday is the date'that
resignation. "No, I donl- high school basketball
American and International.Traveltime
have anything against tEe players sign national lettersman."
of-intent with college teams. 1****************************
Freshman Al Miller, who
played for Schmidt at
BaHat-d, said, "I'd just
rather not have any comment on it."
"I'm shocked," 11'senioc
Brian AlLinitler said. "I
knew that his job was on the
line and that he would eventually have to produce winning records, but I'm surprised that it came now.
"It will have to hurt our
recruiting. I can't say
anything bad about the man
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Nelson Enjoying His Lead
GREENSBORO,
N.C.
AP) - Larry Nelson is
leading and he loves it.
But it could be costly.
"If the greens stay.- this
slick, if the pins are this
tough the rest of the way,I'll
be burnt out by the time we
get to Augusta," Nelson said
after taking a two-stroke
lead Friday in the second
round of the $300,000 Greater
Greensboro Open Golf Tournament.
The Masters, the first of
the year's four major tests of
golfing greatness, comes up
next week and traditionally
features extremely fast
greens.
"If they're any faster than
these," suggested Nelson,

'there'll be some people who
,can't finish. And I'll be one of
Them.
"I'm worn out,"' Nelson
said after his second-round
68 which he called "as good a
round as I've ever played. I
can't remember when I
played this well. But I'm
tired. It seemed like I had to
make a 3-footer for par on
every hole."
His 137 tlital, seven shots
under par on the 8,984-yard
Forest Oaks Country Club
course, put him two in front
of Mark Hayes, who had a 69
and a 139total.
"I love to lead the tournament," Nelson said. "I like
to be in front. If I'll? two in
front, then I like td get to

three. And when I get to
three, I like to get to four."
Jay Haas, who shared the
first-round lead with Bill
Kratzert, and Leonard
Thompson were at 140, three
shots back. Haas matched
par-72 in the warm, windy
weather and Thompson shot
71 despite a double bogey on
his 17th hole, where he was
bothered by an amateur
photographer.
Lee Trevino and Jim Dent
were next at 141.
"With the wind as strong
as it was, I thought a round
of par would be pretly
good," said Nelson, a quiet,
slightly built man who has
won three tournaments in

the last two years.

OPEN COURT POLICY
Experience-Maturity-Dedication
20 Years in law-10 years city prosecutor
Active Civic Leader-five generations presently
residing in Calloway County - church speaker
Paidfor by Loon J. Philips, Treas., RR& Murray
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Series With Rockets, Kings Tied At Game Apiece

Lakers, Portland Keep Hopes Alive
By The Associated Press
- The Los Angeles Lakers
and the Portland Trail
Blazers both kept their hopes
alive ia the National Basketball Association playoffs Friday night, twit the New York
Knicks will have to wait until
next year.
The Lakers defeated the
Houston Rockets 111-106 and
Portland tripped the Kansas
-"City Kings 124-119 in overtime to tie their best-of-three
Western Conference playoff
series at 1-1.
The Chicago Bulls, mean-

while, eliminated the iCnicks
115-114 in overtime to sweep
their first-round Eastern set
.2-0 and headed for a secondround meeting with the
Boston Celtics in Boston on
Sunday:In the start of another
bestof-seven second-round
Eastern series starting Sunday, Philadelphia will host
Milwaukee.
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
scored 27 points and Earvin
"Magic" Johnson hauled
down 18 rebounds to help the

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Transactions

help on the backboards and
he gave Utz us."
• Houston Coach Del Harris
was caught off guard by
Johnson's rebounding.

Ransey combined for nine
points in overtime and
Mychal Thompson poured in
a career-high 30 to lead
Portland over Kansas City.
The mini-series returns to
Portland for the third game
on Sunday.
Natt got the Blazers on top
early in overtime on a threepoint play. After Ernie
Grunfeld scored for Kansas
City, Nett responded with
another field goal, then
Ransey stretched Portland's
lead to 121-116 with 1:22 left.
Bulls 115, Knicks 114
Reggie - Thetis scored 37
points and Artis Gilmore adtdta
l"
I:
t tr
occa
erbr
s

Thompson With Pirates,Spencer
d
With Yanks As Deal Is Delaye
NEW YORK' (AP) —
Who's on first? Well, Jason
Thonipson is for the Pittsburgh Pirates and Jim
Spencer for the New York
Yankees.
And, while the Pirates indicated they intended to
keep Thompson, Yankee
owner George Steinbrenner
said it "would read like a
great mystery 'novel" if the
'*thigging first baseman were
to wind up with the New
York Mets since it Was a
farmer Mets eiñT6e-Kow
in the baseball commissioner's office who quashed
Wednesday's three-..way
deal.
In an off-season deal, the
Mets reportedly agreed to
send catcher John Stearns to
California for Thompson.
But the Angels held up that
trade to await the results of
surgery on Stearns'finger.
COmmissioner Bowie
Kuhn approved the first part
of Wednesday's deal in
which the Pirates obtained
Thompson from the -Angels
for catcher Ed Ott and pitcher Mickey Mahler.
But he -objected to the
amount Of money — $850,000
— involved in the second
part, in which the Pirates
shipped Thompson to the
Yankees for Spencer, minorlea-life pitchers Greg
Cochran and Fred Toliver
and cash. The breakdown
was $400,000, the Kuhnimposed limit, as part of the
trade and $450,000 to help
pay Spencer's $350,000-ayear salary in each of the
next three seasons.
"We both thought the deal
would go through because of
the way it was structured,"
said Bill Bergesch, the
Yankees' vice president for
baseball operations. But the
Pittsburgh-New York part
fell through Friday despite
lengthy attempts at restructuring it to Kului's liking.
General Manager Harding
Peterson of the Pirates said
the Yankees accused the
Pirates of "not being above
board" in the renegotiations,
but Steinbrennei •aised the
Pittsburgh club and blamed
Bill Murray, the administrator in Kuhn's office.
Murray joined the commissioner's office a year ago
after serving as vice president and treasurer of the
Mets.

Steinbrenner said the
restructuring at one point
had the Pirates sending
Thompson, another major
leaguer and six minor league
players to the Yankees for
Spencer, Cochran, Toliver
and 6750,000, with $350,000 as
payment for the minor
leaguers.
"Bill Murray informed us
that five of the six minor
leaguers were valued at
zero, so we were still over
the ($400,000) krice
-Steinbrenner
said. The negotiations cooled, he said, when the Pirates
started talking instead about
some of the Yankees' prize
minorleague pitchers — including Gene Nelson, who
apparently has pitched his
way from'Class A to the majors this spring — instead of
the cash,he said.
"It just got • to the point
where we had to do so much
to satisfy the cominissioner's office that we would
have had to strip ourselves
of our _young__ pitching to _
make the deal," Steinbrenner said.
"I have no gripe with the
commissioner on this one,"
he continued."I don't feel in.
any way bitter at the commissioner. But the thing that
bothers me is that Bill Murray, who was a bookkeeper
for the Mets, made the decision.
-"Bill Murray is a fine
young man and would be a
good comptroller for
baseball. But why not make
him a comptroller and get a
baseball man as baseball's
administrator? The commissioner has every right to look
at the deal. But why not have

19741 Olds Cutlass Swarms Nasal

33,000 miles, loaded accessories, excellent condition.

1969 Ilasta-Liss Ileasabeat
34 feet long, power plant, air conditioning, Clean,
good condition.

Baseball
ScorPs

Bowling
Standings

Seaver, Carlton-Wive
Not Reached Form Yet

to think about it. He
said he'd call me later. He
said he didn't want to talk to
any writers right now, and
he told me he didn't want his
phone number given out."
Spencer said he was "glad
to be back" with the

"Physically, I feel good,"
said the right-hander. "It's
the best I've felt in two
years. My control is pretty
good. I'm around the plate.
The only thing I'm not
satisfied with is my so-called
stuff. I'm not popping the

and led the Atlanta Braves to
a 2-1 decision over the Kansas City Royals.
Sixto Lezcano homered
and made a spectacular running catch to help the St.
Louis Cardinals beat the
Chicago White Sox 3-1. Jack

the Toronto Blue Jays 6-2.
Len Barker allowed one
earned run and struck out
nine in six innings as the
Cleveland Indians settled for
a 3-3 tie with their
Charleston Charlies Class
AAA farm team.
A wild pitch by Pittsburgh
reliever Rod Scurry allowed
Detroit's Alan Trammell to
score the winning run in the
seventh inning as the Tigers
moved into 13th place in the monton qualified for the added an empty net goal 17
defeated the Pirates 6-5.
National Hockey League playoffs with a 7-2 rout of seconds before the buzzer
standings with a 3-1 verdict Vancouver.
after hitting the crossbar. .
over the Chicago Black _ The Rangers bore down seconds earlier.
Hawks. Sixteen teams make well enough in the third
"It was a relief to gerthat
the playoffs, and New York period to score three times.
can finish no worse than Chicago, already in the' first one," said Allison. "We
16th. "But I cpuldn't get a playoffs, had taken a 1-0 finally solved Bannerman;
thing done.
edge at 17:06 of the middle he was playing so well. After
"We were really tight and session when John Marks the first, everything seems
the phi-kers weren't talking blasted • a 50-foot slapshot to come easier.
"On the first shift, we had
in the dressing room. When past Rangers goaltender
we were down 1-0 after two Steve Baker. Other than that to show we were here to
periods, I tried to loosen score, Chicago goalie Mur- play. Things really picked up
them up. The guys really ray Bannerman and Baker for us."
responded.
had dominated the action.
Canadiens 6, Whalers 1
"It feels good. I really, HIT 58 seelinds into the
Pierre Larouche scored
believe in this team. They final period, Mike Allison twice as Montreal
took the
We feature
put their minds to it and slammed a rebound past Norris Division title
for the
Esther Williams
beared down."
Bannerman to knot 'it. At seventh consecutive year.
Pools, the #1
Elsewhere in the NHL, 4:43, Chris Kotsopoulos'
"It's certainly nothing te
pool in the
Montreal- clinched third slapshot from the right point be disappointed about," said"
country
place overall with a 6-1 was tipped home by Don Larouche of Montreal's No. 3
belting of Hartford, and Ed- Maloney and Dean Talafous standing overall.

Rangers Have Load Removed
By BARRY W1LNER
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK(AP)— When
16 of 21 teams make the
playoffs, clinching a spot in
postseason play might not
seem too difficult. But the
New York Rangers felt a
huge load taken off their
bodies and psyches Friday
night when they nailed down
one of those 16 berths.
"I tried to do some work in
the office this afternoon,"
said Rangers Coach Craig
Patrick after his club had

Sports In Brief

4.
The Associated Press
By The Associated Press
Carolyn Hill shot her second conFriday's Sports Transactions
TENNIS
secutive 70 and was in second place at
BASEBALL
FRANKFURT,West Germany 4 AP .1 140 Jan Stephenson and Jane Blalock
Americas League
"
•
— John McEriroe stopped Brian were two strokes back at 141
CLEVELAND INDIANS — PurchasTeacher 6-7, 6-4, 6-2 in the quartered the contrail of Mate F0iiin,short- finals of the 1175.080 Grand Prix tourTAMPA, Fla t AP
— Arnold
stop,from the Houston Astros.
nakent
Palmer birdied the 18th hole to create
NatWest League
In
action.
other
three-way
Stan
bested
a
Smith
tie for the second-round.
"We didn't expect Magic
CHICAGO CUBS - Signed Rawly
Mexico's Raul Ramirez 44, 6-4, 6-3; lead with Doug Ford and Miller
Eastwick, pitcher, and Jerry Morales, Czechoslovakia's Turnaz Saud ousted Barber in the $125,000 MiKelob
to do that," he said. "We've
Prooutfielder, to mayor league contracts.
Bob Lutz 7-5, 6-4, and Switzerland's fessional Golfers' Association seniors
beaten them on the boards
CINCINNATI REDS — Optioned pitGuenthardt -.eliminated 'event
Heinz
the list seven times we
chers Bill Bonham and Joe Kerrigan
Romania'a Me Nastase 6-4, 7-5.
Palmer, Ford and Barber all were atb
and
infielder
German
Barranca
to
InGOLF
played them and we knew
5-under-par 139 after 36 holes over the
dianapolis of the American AssociaGREENSBORO,
Larry. 6•529-yard Carrollwood Golf and Coungoing in we would have to
tion. Sent shortstop Tom Foley..to.th6r
Nelson put together a 68for a 137 total try Club
minor league camp for reassignment.
repeat that. We didn't, and
and moved into a two-stroke lead after, Palmer and Ford, co-leaders with
HOUSTON ASTROS — Placed J.R. the second -round of the 1300,000 66s after one round, both
fired 1-overthe figures speak for
Richard, pitcher, on the 60.day chsablGreater G reensboro Open.
par 73s Barber, three shots off the
themselves."
ediist. Assigned pitchers Gordie PledMark Hayes held second after 69 pace after the first round, shot a 2son and Bert Roberge, catcher Alan
that left him at 139. Leonard Thomp- under par 74
Kmcely and infielder Joe Pittman to
Blazers 124, Kings 119
son and Jay Haas were next at 144.
BOWLING
Tucson of the Pacific Coast-League.
• • •
BALTIMORE 4AP ) — Wayne Webb
Calvin Natt and Kelvin
PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES — OpRANCHO MIRAGE,-Calif rAPI — defeated Steve Marlin, 257244, in the
tioned pitchers Jon Reelhorn, Warren
Myra Van House shot a 1-over-par 73 final game of match play to secureThe
B russta r .and Dickie Notes' to
for a 139 total to keep her lead in the topseeded position going into the finals
Oklahoma City of the American
6250,000 Colgate-Dinah Shore tourna- of the 8100,000 Fair lanes Open on the
Association. Outrighted Orlando
ment.
Professional Bowlers Association
'sales, outfielder, to Oklahoma City.
Tour
ST.LOUIS CARDINALS — Optioned
ivebb never held the lead until the
points in overtime to lead the first baseman Joe DeSa to Sprirw,heid
last game and moved past Martin by'
Bulls past New York.
of the American Association. Returnthrowing strikes on 10 of 12 attempts
"I have never been so ed outfielder Carlos Lopez,to the MexSteve SipeJerho held the lead going
ico City Tigers. Sent ,infielders Neil
into the sixth round.Jost five-thatched.•
By The Associated Press
physically worn out," said Fiala and Randy Thomas to their
and fell to third, Jay Robinson was
Friday's Games
a baseball man making deci- Yankees, although
league camp for reassignment.
fourth and Mark Fah) took fifth lace.
he add- Gilmore, who said that Bill minor
New York NL)6,Cincinnati 5
FOOTBALL
sions on baseball talent?"
ed: "My head's still going Cartwright and Marvin
Minnesota 6, Toronto 2
National Football League
Murray was, unavailable around. The circumstanc
Boston 10, Texas 2
SEATTLE SEAHAWKS — Announces Webster "bumped me- all
Atlanta 2. Kansas City 1
for comment. Kuhn, are strange,but Yankees
that safety Keith Simpson has
are night and got away with it." ed
agreed to a series of contracts through St.Louts 3, Chicago(AL) 1
however, described himself the team I always
Montreal 10. Philadelphia 1
Cartwright: "In the se- 1984.
wanted to
Oakland 9, Milwaukee 4
as "unhappy" about Stein- play for. I won't feel that I'm cond half they were out to
COLLEGE
- -- San
Diego 7,Seattle 6
GEORGIA STATE — Named Jim
brenner's remarks. "Ob- not wanted. The last 24
Magic Tn
San Francisco 10, Chicago NI. 2
hours get the ball to Artis. When he Jarrett head basketball coach.
3-31-81
viously, George was es- have been a trying time
Baltimore 1, New York I Al., 3
TENNESSEE — Announced the
and gets it that deep, he can do a
Team
W
L .•
ti. -Pmely disappointed, and I can't shake it off right lot of things to you. I hope retirement of Bill Wright, baseball Detroit6,Pittsburgh 5
People's
Bank
72
40 .
Los Angeles4.California 1
Murray Insurance
65
sofnetimes when you're away, but when I start play- they go all the way. They can coach, effective at the end of the Saturday's Games
47
season.
Thurman Furniture
5812 53,
s
Minnesota vs. New York NIL ) at
disappointed people make ing ball again, that's when if they play like they did
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Women of the Moose
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57
resignation of Richard Schmidt. head St.Petersburg, Fla.
Dennison
Hunt
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remarks they don't mean," I'll shake it off."
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against us."
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Wilson Clean Up
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him were extremely unfair."
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Fla.Dennison Hunt
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770 .
St.Lows .vs. Atlanta at West Palm
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a little talk with George after
Women of the Moose
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Milwaukee vs. Cleveland at Tucson,
were."
By KEN RAPPOPORT
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People's Bank
Steinbrenner -said he was
2329
AP Sports Writer
ping it."
Seattle
vs. San Diego at Yuma, Ariz.
with two homers to power
Women of the Moose
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upset that "California got
Oakland vs. San Francisco at
Both Tom Seaver and
Paradise Kennels
Alex Trevino and Frank the San Francisco Giants to
2137.
Phoenix,
Ariz.
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Clean Up
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starts next week, but neither
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the Milwaukee Brewers paid
Getting hit right and left, Gary Carter in the Expos' delivered key hits in a ninthToronto vs. Chicago I AL) at
Beth Paulsen
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catcher, Ted Simmons Seaver gave up four runs in runaway victory at Clear- inning rally that triggered Sarasota,Fla.
Barbara Snyder
231
Boston vs. Detroit at Lakeland. Fla.
-$750,00010-ageeetabetraded ein n ti'..s_ 64 _ spring_ -water
Kansas City vs. Texas at Pompano Marge Hinman
bent the Padres to a 7-6 victory
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Beach, Fla.
to them from the St. Louis training loss to the New York 13 men to the plate in the over the Seattle Mariners.
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New
vs.
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Fort
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Mel Wilson
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four hits Palm Beach,
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could be paid such a sum as the Philadelphia Phillies' 10- scored eight times.
and escaped serious injury • Baltimore vs. Philadelphia at clear- Mel Wilson
627
part of a trade while a team 1 defeat by the Montreal ExPat
Johnson
Elsewhere, Rick Miller when hit on the jaw by a wild water, Fla.
626
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Cincinnati vs. Pittsburgh at Bradencollected four straight hits throw during the A's 9-5
pos.
Lois
Smith
173
ton,
Fla.
Thompson
was
The loss was the third as the Boston Red Sox won triumph over the Milwaukee
168
Houston vs. Milwaukee at Sun City, Marge Hinman
Pat
Hesselrode
165
without a victory for Seayer their seventh straight game Brewers.
Ariz.
Karen Swagger
165
San Francisco Vs. Oakland at Scottunreachable Friday -But this spring, and his earned with a 10-2 decision over
Sondra Rice
163
the
The Minnesota Twins sdale, Ariz.
Barbara Hendon
Peterson said the first run average has ballooned to Texas Rangers. Claudell
159
Cleveland vs. Chicago INLI at Ruth Harrison
unleashed a 15-hit attack, in154
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Mel Wilson
kind of shocked by this and be worried about it.
149
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California at Los Angeles
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Lakers send the series back
to Los Angeles Sunday for
the deciding game.
The Lakers, who lost the
first game of the best-ofthree series 111-107, never
trailed Friday night and held
as much as a 20-point lead
over the Rockets, who,could
only manage to pull to within
.two points after falling
behind.
"That:s the great thins
-about Earvin, he always
gives us whatever we need,"
said AbdulJabbar. "Tonight
he knew we needed a lot of

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
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Swimming is fun & healthful

Three Colts With Derby
Chances Meet In Gotham
NEW YORK (AP) — Cure Firestone's colt, who
the Blues, Noble Nashua and possesses blinding speed,
Proud Appeal, three colts suffered a quarter crack in
who look as if they hold Ken- the right front hoof last year
tucky Derby credentials, and is still bothered by the
meet Sunday in the one-mile injury — it causes him to
Gotham Stakes at Aqueduct. throw the shoe. He threw it
Cure the Blues has never
'in his only start this year, a
lost a race, while Noble seven-furlong allowance
Vashua and Proud Appeal race on a sloppy track that
have been impressive both in he won by five lengths in 1:23
after stumbling at the start.
anining and on the track.
An impressive win by any
Although Cure the Blues,
one of them would change unbeaten in five races last
the minds of a lot of owners year, including the Laurel
and trainers who are cur- Futurity, has raced only
rently thinking they might once in 1981, he has trained
have a Derby horse.So could. brilliantly. In the six-horse,
a poor performance by one 975,000-added Gotham, he
or all three.
will carry Derby *eight of
The race is scheduled to 126 pounds.
televised live by ABC at 5:15
Flying Zee Stable's Noble
p.m.EST.
Nashua and Malcom H. WinCure the Blues is unbeaten field's Proud Appeal each
but not unquestioned.
Lt will carry 123 powtds.

ow ,eta ammoto

Imam,

'

PRE SEASON
SPECIAL
Reg.
$88800
Now"388.
only
INSTALLED

The Econo-Matem Exclusive Features:

• Huge 4" Top Rails
•Heavy Duty Bottom Rail
• Heavy gauge steel sidewalls • Foundation
• Exclusive "Lock-Frame" -- • Heavy gauge solid vinyl
liner
construction
Dimension - 16' x 31'• Swim Area - 15' x 24' x 4'

• Aluminum Swing-up
and In-Pool Ladders
• Advanced over-the-wall
• Skimmer Cartridge
• Filtration Unit

Noble Nashua has not racBEAT THE HEAT...THE CROWDS... • GUARANTEED SERVICE
ed since his 91,44ength win in
HIGH VACATION COSTS...
•FINANCING AVAILABLE
the Whirlaway in 1:43. In
SHORTAG
GAS
E
• NO DOWN PAYMENT
three starts this year, Proud
Appeal has won the
DEAL DIRECT WITH THE FACTORY
Woodhaven and Swift, each
ELIMINA
TE SALESMANS COMMISSION
at six furlongs, and the
ILLINOIS
IN
KENTUCKY Toll Free 1-800-457-2200
AND
seven-furlong Bay Shore this
812-948-51
Local
Calls
21 ELSEWHERE IN INDIANA CALL COLLECT
year,all at Aqueduct.
OPEN 24 HOURS — 7 DAYS
The field in post-position
order is Noble Nashua, rid- Am I so im
ININ MN INN NM
I= MN
IMO ININ MI EN MN EN our
den by Angel Cordero Jr.;
British Gunner, Nick SanMAIL COUPON • OR TELEPHONE
tagata; Proud Appeal, Jeff
Fell; Prather's Image,
P.O. Box 257, New Albany,Ind. 47150
Larry Samuell; Summing,
Without obligation, please send a representative with information on pools
Cash Asmussen, and Cure
0 DAYS 0 AFTERNOONS 0 EVENINGS
the Blues,Jacinto Vasquez.
NAME
British Gunner, Prather's
Image and Summing each
ADDRESS
will carry 114 pounds.
CITY
The Gotham is the third of
STATE
ZIP
four Derby stepping stones
TELEPHONE NO
NOTE Sender most be • 10600rn•
at Aqueduct. The other three
We
Kentucky,
service
states
of
the
Illinois & Southern Indiana
Southern
are at the Swift, Bay Shore
and Wood Memorial.
at ma um
EN so so me im an an am an an INN me mil ow
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The name Hope Carleton is
a familiar one to sportsmenacross Kentucky. For 72
years he served as the ofdignified but real - very real. ficial voice of the state
What is it about this thing that often reveals some hid- certain answers. Those
we Call mud? Of all den- feglOgs.. Old slippery, call themselves expert in the You cut -Oyu the overlay of Department of Fish and
s-ubStauce.s
_whicbErap vslimey, stinking, gooey mud human mysteries of thought paint to the real metal Wildlife Resources. His
is known to venture and. is —St.-7W ifid that-every—.WQiildJASly _yen ure it is below.
weekly television program
sometimes try to driye, this foot tep sid n waist deep. some response fei-Chirdhood • Putting itplainly-,- there-is "Kentucky Afield" inis the true genuine rascal of 'rhe kind that tin amount or joy,a later tasting of the for- a certain cleansing quality to structed a generation of
the entire set. There is quality of perfume can com- bidden fruit:Some of the self mud - and that is so far op- sportsmen in outdoor lore
nothing more .undefinable, pete with. That's where appointed authorities of all posed to everything that and ethics. As the departmore impredicatable, or 'pride 'goes in the pond, and knowledge will certainly in- motherhood espoused, we ment's public relations chief
more uniquely challenging humility rises to the high sist that mud is 'a form of know it will find much rebut- he hunted and fished with
than this elusire substance hump of firmer ground. dirt, and unites readily with tal. No. We don't think its for important state officials and
of no certain composition.
That's sometimes where those of its own level. A few everyone. But it will surely learned men, but he never
The joy of its touch is those nice, clean, polite might indicate that this is reward your virtues with lost touch with the kid in the
known to most of us, arid speaking folks exhibit a few some quirk of rejection ex- practice, and hinder your field or the family on the
calls forth &definite indica- hidden quirks of unknown pressed against an orderly, faults with exposure.
pond bank.
The dubious enjoyments of
- tion of one's sometimes hid- character that really rate santized society. A lot of my
In the spring of 1980
den feelings. Make that -2 them Stinkers. You find that friends insist they play in the those bailouts will definitely Carleton did his last "Ken--expression-- of real one that grins_and bears it. mud because the dumb dodo improve your driving skills tucky Afield" program, and
and lauglisateveAstind_— they KaPpened tc1 -marry off the road. The lesson V after two serious operations
...--,-charlit-ter. For mune,
fun.
others. yourself a person well worth thinks its fun. Like we said, lessons to be learned here is he opted for early retirement
For
• its...00000hhh: Little boys knowing. Few things test we don't know the reason - to drive on mud,not in it. Yet last fall. Today he lives in
_ -tore. -. mud. uttre---uoys any ofits harder ifian'a little but for iotne reason we do when it conies to mud, Lake City, with Barkley
enjoy mud.
- mothers most often regard it humiliation.
everybody flunks out now Lake'atone elbow and KenIt's a kind of let the hair and then. The goats and the
as one tif the real antagonists
Dignity isa departed comtucky Lake at the other. He
down and let the whiskers sheep stand together. One spends
of their hectic life. Little panion in the mudhole:
his time as he wants,
girls lore Mud but being
Mud is a challenge of the grow world out there - its smiles and one don't and that fishing, hunting, drinking
at fl 'Carly-ht.t"
_ to. the.. 'four people being.people. It gives is what the world is mostly coffee with friends. We
'hangups. about.
prettrtfrtWat they don't.
wheeler: Of deceivers, it is hypocrite,shared a -couple of recent
What about big boys? And greatest. There is no certain False pride doesn't _float at
HAPPY FOUR WHEEL- hours in a boat on Barkley,
big girls? _How do they feel technique guaranteed to con- all in a mudhole. Vastly un- ING.
and between crappie we
about
- I . remember quer. It.is a badge of effort..
covered a lot of ground.
- 'talking one ..time with a Of daring. It is a trophy
"Basically I'm a Kenveteran four wheeler of sometimes of the did not's. It
tuckian," Carleton said with
many years. He offered the was one of the staunchest- April 8-17 anintals are so easy to see at a characteristic smile. "I
observation that one .of the foes to the . pioneer Spring Turkey Hunt
night and not during the day. was born in New Mexico, but
best insights into the real predecessors of the four Friday, April 10
Transportation will be pro- my father died when I was
character of a person was to wheeler. It demands, Night Visual
vided, advance registration seven, and my mother
watch them crawl out of the deprives, and devours. And
You probably will be sur- is required, participation is brought me back home to
snug, clean interior of a' seldom does it stay the prised by the large numbers limited. Call (502) 924-5602, Fayette County."
- modern four wheel drive" same. Mud is awesome.
of deer and other wildlife extension 238 for reservaAn only child, Carleton
IT1=
mired down. ,There" _ is anyone in their right mind this 1L2-hour auto tour.' Find p.m.
sion of his mother andgrandsomething in that little want to play in the mud? We out about resource manage- Moon Over LBL
mother. "It's a wonder I
journey to higher ground don't. profess to know the ment . and why so many
In the planetarium didn't turn into a cook or a
discover the movement's and seamstress," he said. "But
ilepe Carietea.speessis his days of retirement exactly as he wishes, Issestiag,
features of our nearest both sides of my family had
fishing and bolos with the people who di the same things. For 22 years Carlota,
neighbor in space, then have a rich outdoor heritage, and
was the hest
the state Department if Fish and Wildlife Iteseerces' muster
a close look through the I was encouraged to fish and
television program,"Keestucky Afied."
telescope.- Golden Pond hunt.
Visitors Center,8 p.m.
"I got my first shotgun
Saturday, April 11
when I was ten, and Mother
Solar Greenhouse Design
used it as a tool for visor. Ten years later he fish or a limit of ducks for laws and rules of fair chase.
A solar greenhouse can not discipline," Carleton con- joined the Fish and me to have a good time, but I "But you don't hear about
only help to heat your home tinued. "If I did something Wildlife's public relations am competitive. I like to ex- these people," he said. "You
but also supply food for ycitir bad or made poor grades, staff and soon became the cel at what I do."
will hear about that two out
table. Learn the basics of she would stand my shotguib unit's director.
Carleton also excels in of a thousand who are slobs
Now he has thousands of utlizing his game at the that break the game laws
solar greenhouse design. in the corner. I could handle
Limited to 50 participants. it and clean it, but I couldn't hunting/fishing trips and table. "I'm a user of the pro- and don't respect other peoTo register contact Program take it outside the house. hundreds of stories in his duct," he said. "I prefer ple's property."
Coordinator,
' TVA-LBL, Regaining the privilege to memory. He also - has a game or fish over the best
Golden Pond, Kentucky use that gun was the best in- special philosophy about life. cut of beef. And what ir- I asked about Carleton's
"I could have stayed on ritates me worst with prediction for hunting and
42231. (502) 924-5602, exten- centive I could have had."
and
worked several more hunters and fishermen is fishing in the future."I think
sion 244. Golden Pond
But as he grew older, men
Visitors Center, - 10 a.m.- turned to using guns for sur- years, but I decided I wanted people
who
reduce -there will be plenty fishing,
noon.
vival instead of sport. "I was to enjoy the outdoors to its something to their bag, and but I think by the year 2000 a
Muzzle Lead and Shoot
in a combat outfit in World fullest while I'm still able," 'then they forget it. All they lot of hunting will be history.
The 1-fomeplace-1850 fami- War II, and the first action I he said. "I can still skull a Care about is the shooting or I've seen habitat disappear
ly is all fired up about their saw was in the Battle of the boat, wade into a swamp,set the catching, and I think this continuously since I can
remember, and it's still
a steel trap. I hunt or fish for is wrong.
new caplock rifle. Come see Bulge," Carleton related.
how to load, fire, and care
"The maddest I've been in vanishing."
Following his discharge he something nearly every day.
for the rifle. The Horzplace- returned to Transylvania I'm 56, and I realize that my 33 years in the Department That was the overall
1850,2 p.m.
-College in Lexington. But an time on this earth is limited. was when I was working a reason why heleft Frankfort
Saturday and Sunday
opportunity to become a con- There's just no way I can do deer check station. One fella and his job.
April 11-12
servation officer in Fayette everything I want to do. came in with a little fourAnd today he does what he
Shallow Water Crappie
'County was more appealing There aren't enough hours in point buck. The deer was wants, goes where he
"Slab crappie" (1 to 2k2 than work on his degree. "It the day."
shot four times, twice in the wishes, a loner in a sense,
Carleton says it's the dyed- gut, and this 'hunter' yelled but one who's never really
pounds-plus) can be caught was a way I could turn my
and often caught best in hobbies into a livlihood. I in-the-wool sportsmen "who out, 'Anybody who wants alone. Wherever he goes,
water as shallow as the went to work for the Depart- make the world go round." this deer can have it after I people know him. And when
length of the fish. Come see ment in 1947, earning $135 a He believes that making cut the horns off."
there are no people, he's an
how, why, where and when month and a nickel for every more money is the "least imCarleton is keenly aware acquaintance of the . woods
to catch the slabs,and how to mile I drove my car," portant thing." "No, for me of public relations after hav- and lakes and the creatures _
Jeff Andrus caught this 10 pound catfish while fishing in a local peeled with.
clean
it's seeing the seagulls fly ing been in the business for that roam them. Hope
and cook them. Free Carleton remembered.
friend, Shaun Childress. The pair also caught several brim and another catfish
samples (bite sized) while
After ten months he was and hearing the geese, just so long. He sees most Carleton, happy in retireweighing two pounds and eight ounces. Jeff Is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Andrus
they last. Center Station, 1-4 promoted to the rank of con- enjoying life," he added.
hunters and fishermen as ment, eager for each new
and grandson of the late H. G. and Erma Lovett of Murray.
"It doesn't take a miler of sportsmen who abide by the sunrise.
p.m.
servation education super-
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At Jonathan Creek
Announces

NEW 40 and ST Covered Saps For Houseboats
NEW 30'Covered Saps For Cruisers

LOCAL DEALER for GALVA-LIFT Boat Noma
Easy to operate elm mates marina growth on boat bottom

Authorized EVINRUDE DEALER riEWRRUOr
SALES &
Sales .9 Service
Itvscr
Adjacent to Sportsman s Safari Campground

Rt. 5 Benton, K Y 42025

8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Hwy. 641 So.
Phone 753-8322

502/3544568

DON McCLUM
GRAYSON McCLURIE
Murray for 2 miles Turn right on 280
Follow 280 for 7 mills post Bonner's Grocery Take
blacktop into Ponoramdond follow blacktop to your right
Take 94 Cost out of

Telephone,502-436-5483

VOKAINIONIRCIIIK

Bail Co.

:

:-Tires, Wheels & Accessories!
• Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
• Road and Field Service
410 N.4th

Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake

WHY WAIT,

until spring to get your beet
and meter he shape? Contact Bob Stripa-a, foram.
servk• snasager of Mack & Mack, your authorized
Mercury & AllerCruiser Service Dealer.

Wholesale Live Bait
Quality & Quantity Guaranteed

Located

at Jct US.688 8001 the west end of Auroro Ky

Niers: Mon.-Sat.8
Syn. 14-p...
[r.i

p.m.

It has been nice all week so spines. A black crappie also
look out for the weekend has a calico spotted apweather. Rain falling softly pearance that you can learn
doesn't make one too uncom- but, as I said don't rely on
fortable if it is warm so, in- color alone.
vest in a decent rainsuit and
The bass fishermen have
tough it out.
had a rough time locating
The crappie are really bass of any size lately. They
Moving around now. They are on the move also but I
can be found in water two think they went the wrong
feet deep as well as 15 feet if way. I did see A.B. Crass and
_there is some kind of bru,sh- Don E. Jones casting their
for them to be around.
arms off last weekend when
Most of the crappie taken the wind was so bad and A.
last week, were the males B. indicated by sign
that have come into shallow language, that Don had
water in their pre-spawn caught a big bass. I didn't
scouting foray. Did you see the fish so I don't have
notice how black they are any idea of the weight.
getting? Well, most of them
The lakes are still rising
are big and hungry when this and this does help in a WI of.
change takes place and it ways. I talked with one
(Top photo) Kentucky
adds to the excitement of fellow that doesn't get to fish
Lake
Bass Club held their
crappie fishing!
much and he thought the
first tournament of the year
We do have two separate water was up in shallow
Saturday, March 211, mit of
species of crappie in both bushes like it was last sumKenichi
Merlon. Winners
lakes and just for the sake of mer
were,
left
te right, Steve
an argument, learn how to
Working the small rock
Sinsiomss, first place wide 17
tell the difference between banks with do-jigs can net
poesids UMW enemas, Frank
the two.
you some fine crappie. It is
, 4Cooper,
Startfrtg'
second place with
"
MN
Itty
harder
to do than
bid* brown, Murray, caught this eight pound eight ounce largemouth bass in
six pounds and David
crappie, the males .. turn any other type of fishing if
Berkley Luke Saturday, March 2$, while fishing n crowded lure. Friend Dan Crick
almost totally black in the you just work, out a rythrn.
Nurrii, third place with five
help lend the honker.
warming waters just befoile Reel the jig fast enough to
pounds 11 *nacos. (Right
spawning,so you cannot rely clear the first couple of feet
photo) Steve Sinemens top•on color. Count the dorsal of bank and then slow it
ped his stringer with the
spines (the sharp needle down. It can be better than
largest bass of the day with
points) for, positive iden- minnows, on some banks,
this seven pound five ounce
tification. A white crappie when the fish are spawning.
honker.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Rough River — Crappie ' tributaries, clear to murky
will have five or six, no
Haven't seen or heard
Photos by Mary Barrow
White bass are beginning to slow to fair over submerged to muddy, rising, five feet
more, sharp dorsal spines anything about any sauger
'show up in headwater-S.—of--cover and-around stickups, below nomal pool and 57.
while a black crappie will yet but I'll bet we will soon.
several Kentucky lakes. The black bass slow. on plastic. Laurel — Trout fair trollhave 7 or 8 sharp dorsol
Ha y Fishin !
state Deparment of Fish and points, clear to murky to still fishing worms, cheese
muddy, rising, 13 feet above and awn off steep banks,
Wildlife Resources:
Kentucky — Crappie slow winter pool and 53.
crappie slow around
Herrington — Crappi fair stickups, _clear to murky,
to fair over chanhel dropoffs,
black brass _slow __alone - around stickups, black bass stable at 20 feet below power
shoreline cover, in slow on plastic worms and pool and 50.
tailwaters catfish and crap- jigs off points and steep
Cave Run — Crappie slow
Wednesday, April 1, lower stage 311.6. Water
pie fair, clear to murky, ris- banks,clear, stable at 15 feet over submerged cover,clear
ing, two feet above winter above winter pool and 51.
to murky,- rising, three feet Barkley Lake upper stage temperatures; surface 52
356.1, lower stage 311.8. degrees; 10 feet 53 degrees;
Green — Crappie good above winter pool and 50.
pool and 51.
Barkley — Crappie fair over submerged cover, Buckhorn — Crappie fair Water temperatures: sur- 25 feet 53 degrees. Kentucky
over channel dropoffs, black black bass good -on jig and to good over submerged face 51 degrees; 10 feet 52 Lake upper stage 356.3.
A Kentucky hunter and an interview.
bass slow on crank baits off rind combinations off points cover, white bass good in degrees; 25 feet 52 degrees.
The water and ay
fisherman
has been honored
We got busy right after a
tailwaterspoints,
Kentucky
in
and steep banks, clear, ris- headwaters on jigs and spinLake upper stage temperatures have warmed
rocky
crappie and white bass fair, ing slowly, four feet above ners, murky to .muddy, ris- 356.2.
up this past week but as of with presidency of an inter- poll taken by Yale UniversiThursday, April 2, Barkley yet there has not been many national Wild game preser- ty showed that 85 percent of
catfish slow, murky, rising, winter pool and 52.
ing, two feet above winter
the public looked with favor
Lake upper stage 355.8, reports on the fishing. There vation group.
Cumberland — White bass pool and 56.
two feet above winter pool
fair to good in heads of
and 51.
The Kentuckian is Rowan on hunting for the table, and
Grayson — Crappie slow lower stage 314.6. .Water has been a few crappie and a
Barren — Crappie fair creeks, crappie fair over over submerged cover, clea, temperatures: surface 51 few bass caught but not in W. (Bud) Waskom, Jr., of 82 percent • approved the
Madisonville, formerly of traditional hunting for food
over submerged cover, submerged cover, black stable at winter pool and 53. degrees; 10 feet 52 degrees; any great numbers.
black bass fair casting crank bass slow on spinner baits
There- have been some Hazard, Richmond and and recreation," he said.
Dewey — Crappie slow 25 feet 52 degrees. Kentucky
baits off points, white bass and by jigging minnows in over submerged cover-, Lake upper stage 356.2.
reports of concerned groups Bowling Green, The
Friday, April 3, Barkley and individuals concerning organization, unique in its "My father laid down a
slow in headwaters, clear to coves, headwaters muddy, black bass slow jigging
murky, rising, 12 feet above no activity, in tailwaters dollflies along shoreline Lake upper stage 355.8, the amount of timber being field, is the International Arict rule for me when I
trout good but small,clear to eover, murky to muddy,-ris.
cut in the LBL. I have not Association for the Preser-, went hunting with him as a
winter pool and 58.
ation of Game for the boy. He said, 'If you're not
looked into this but as I have
Nolin — Crappie good with murky to muddy, rising, 24 ing, two feet above winter
drove through the LBL I Table. It also is a wild game going to bag it, clean it and
some limits over submerged feet below timberline and 54. pool and 52.
consume it, don't shoot it.'
have noticed there is a lot of gourmet society.
Dale Hollow — Black bass
Fishtrap — Crappie slow
cover, white bass- Lair in
• That forms the new
headwaters, clear, rising 15 good on crankbaits off over submerged cover,
logging going on.
"The association was organization's rallying cry
and
need
shallow banks, white bass murky, stable at winter pool
Of course there is a
feet above winter pool
formed because we were — "if you're not going to
for the timber to be
fairto good in heads of large and 52.
58.
concerned with the increas- retrieve it, clean it, cook it
harvested in the proper
ing pressures from anti- and eat it — Don't Shoot It!"
amount and at the proper
hunters, and those bent on
An advisory committee intime but there is also the fact
government
control
of
sporJack Brooks of
cludes
that there could be too much
ting arms," said Waskom in Louisville, chairman of the
hurt
the
could
this
and
cut
The best audience is one
that is intelligent, well- wildlife. I hope tope able to
get more information on this
educated and a little drunk.
matter and report later.
After all is said and done, Fifty shoreline fish attracthere's a lot
said than tors were put along the
shoreline of Kenlake State
_gets done.
Park. The lest of the
About the only thing you can shoreline attractors were
do on a shoestring these days placed in the water Friday
afternoon.
is tri

Kentucky Ffgh and Wildlife
Commission; Lawrence
Wetherby of Frankfort,
former governor of the
state; Smith Broadbent of
Cadiz, former president of
the. Kentucky State Fair_
Board; John& Day, Devon,
England; Walton Jones;
Louisville big game hunter
and sportsman,,and Walter
Cato, Louisville sportsman
and attorney. .......Set- -up asa. non- .ofit
organization the group has
set annual dues at $15, With
all above expenses going
toward fighting anti-hunters
and government control of
sporting arms.
For further information
write- Waskom, or Earl
Ruby, secretarY, Box 22457,
Louisville. Ky. 40,222.

BOAT SAFETY — Murray Middle School eighth graders learn about boating
safety from officer Steve Owens of the Kentucky State Poliie. In cooperation
with science teacher Mary lane Littleton, officer Owens presented material
eealing with boating rules and regulations, first aid and navigational skills.

Tony Atkins, mime year old son f Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Atkins, Murray, leek this
twe pound nine ounce crappie In the Bleed liver wren Friday, Marsh 27. Atkins was
fishing with minnows in Ghent 12 feet of water en the ridges.
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On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

*
Kenlake Marina! *
** Darnell Marine Sales ***
*
OLITOCIAMOS

*
*

*
*

Since 1966• 15 Years Of Dependable Service
Fully Insured For Your Protection
Finest Quality Workmanship
Buy Direct From Your
Local Contractor

*

Route 3 Box 80

Murray, Ky. 42071

Rentals- Guido Sonrice-Covered Storagoi
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
*
(502)474-2245 or 47i-2211,ext. 171
* Rt 1 Hardin
* .
****************************

•Cover AO Windows

Hw.641 South
*
.w.

BOATS-MOTORS-ACCESSORIES-MARINE SUPPLIES

****************************

753-9131

Your U4laul Headquarters

*Cover Over
HangO
Brick Horns.
- Never Paint Again
°Complete Remodeling
We Build Cupboards To Fk
*Roofing
*Stem Windows ft Doors

Free Estimates Cell

436-2802

..""
•
•_".'
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Your laividual
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Kentucky Wailes Loses Another Round

By SY RA msEy
Associated Press Writer
FOR MONDAY,APRIL6, 1981
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
talking out family problems
What kind of day will tomor- VIRGO
Kentucky Utilities Co. has
—
tAug. 23 toSept. n)
and-You'll be pleased with the
row be? To find out what the
another court round in
lost
experts
with
Better
check
forecast
obtain.
response
you
the
rtad
star, say,
struggle to
matter.
Conseven-year
about
a
financial
its
PISCES
given for your birth Sign.
flicting advice makes (Feb. to Mar.20) Xe impose a $13.9 million rate
ARIES
dectiuin-tnalung problematic
Morning judgment eptdd be increase.
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) griA at present.
off. Evening is the bat time
The Kentucky Court of Apa
affords
afternoon
• The
LIBRA
for shopping. News may ar- peals said Friday the state
chance to recoup financial t Sept. 23to Oct.22) —
rive that pertains to your
losses. Utilize initiative.
properly allowed only $7.3
Your partner has the best financial situation.
Cheek with partners about a advice about.a financial matniillioritQ g9
effect.
doe, ter. Don't make monetary
possible purchass.
It thereby upheld anprder
YOU BORN TODAY- are
TAURUS
decisions without first con- more community-minded than of the Public Service ComApr. 20 to May 201
sulting him or her.
the typical member of your mission and a finding of
Don't take others into your
sign.'In. your desire to fit in, —Franklin CirciniCOurt.'
SCORPIO
in
confiderice.--Work -private
don't forget to take chance
for your best success: Guard (Oct.23to Nov.21) l'Ite
"(KU) is holding, $6.7
your originality. Do your
on
evade
Don't
responsibilities.
against excesses during afterthing and you'll rise to a million in refunds plus- acown
Be
willing
to
help
close
friends
a.
dinner hours.
with their duties. You can be position of leadership. Don't crued interest exceeding $2.2
GEMINI
neitP
your aid will he ap- settle for less than your best. million," a three-judge panel
sure
, May 21 toJune 20)
More attracted to the arts and said. "Public policy dictates
preciated.
Share your woes with a
professions than to business, that these actions be not unSAGITTARIUS
friend. Don't become too inyou'dsucceed in writing, ac(
Nov.
22
to
Dec.
21
)'
prolonged."
estamst
mood
trospective An
ting, 'lecturing, -journalism, necessarily
prevails towards nightfall.
serves
332;000
KU
now. Find a way to get more music; painting, film, dance
Watch your step.
customers in 78 counties.
and television.
tun-out-of
what_
ynit-do
New.
CAR
enthysiasm will spark your eft June 21 to July 221
Friends are distratting in ficiency!
The morning. though a- later CAPRICORN ,
busiaress meeting should go (Dec.22to Jan.19)
A pleasurerseeicing mood
well.'Relatives may not be in
'
can interfere with progress.
the 'tripod for company.
Your tendency is to let things
LB:6slide now. Entertaining at
tJult-2.3tpAug. 221
homeisfavored.
-career,ideas inao;--AQUARIUS
out .91 line. Seek proper
vice:!Don't commit yourself to (Jan.20 to Feb,18)
--apriiitet unless you-can follow _ Watch.. minor disuputes
about money. Be amenable to
'through. .
Fraaces Drake

4

The utility company contended on appeal that the
PSC was wrong on four
issues, but the appellate
panel did not take them upin
detail.•' "The only real issue is
whlither the (lower) court
errsel in finding that the
PSC's order of July 10, 1979,
was supported by record
evidence and was lawful and
reasonable," it said.
" . . . To put it another
way, judicial.review of the
rate fixed by the PSC is
limited to the constitutional
question of whether the fixed
rate is so low as to constitute
confiscation of the property
"of the
said
judges
The
unanimously the evidence
shows the rates set pre
lawful and notcnnfiscatory,_

The refunds would be due, special meetings connected
should KU eventually lose with the new tax.
The lower court also ,had
the case, because the utility
firm imposed the higher foundthat the Johnson Counrates-while the PSC still was ty school board had the right
to contest the ordinance's
considering the close.
Customarily,• -the PSC Validity.
suspends operation of the' The Court of Apiieals also
new rates for five months, affirmed the annexation by
and KU imposed them after the city of Frankfort of three
tracts of land.
the period ended.
It said the key question is
In another case, the Court
more than half of
whether
Paintsville
Appeals
said
a
of
ordinance enacting an oc- the landowners had procupational tax is void from tested the annexations.
Ed Minter had testified he
Dec. 1, 1979, when the contrcniersial move took effect, took a survey of the various
until Feb. 4, 1980, when a property owners, obtained
newly elected city council re- signatures of those who objected and concluded that
enacted the ordinance.
It affirmed Johnson Cir- more than 5b percent were
cuit Court, which had ruled involved.
But the appellate judges
among other things that the
city failed to comply with agreed with the lower court
notice_ .requirements- for that the datafell shortof pro-

a

jei

-Tv
THE ACES
:Certitude is not the test
of certainty. We have been.
--cocksure- of- -many-thiligSthat were not so." --- Oliver
Wendell Holmes:Jr.'.

IRA GTCORN, JR.

NORTH * 4-4-A
•9 3
•
• QJ 1087
•A 8 4
WEST

44 2
IIKJ107
•5 4 2
•K J 105

EAST
•J765
,65
•A 9 3
•Q 9 6 3

West was "go sure about
SOUTH
his "obvious" heart winners
•AKQ108.
that he led a trump. West's
V4Q943
plan was to cut down on
•6
dummy's ability to rUff
•72
declarer's hearts. West forgot about-!RD things. First.
Vulnerab14: 'North-South.
the bidding implied that Dealer. South The bidding:
dummy had a strong .side
North East
suit and second. East might South West
Pass
Pass
1V
also be able to- ruff -the 2V
Pass
30
Pass
hearts.
3,
„Pass
341
Pass
Declarer was as elated as 40
Pass
• was sorry a • tut "est's
choice of opening leads. The
Opening lead: Spade deuce
trump lead cleared what
ever problems there were gets a spade, two hearts, one
About the trump suit and diamond and one club.
mvs suit cards-.were - Down two instead- of two
'it' what declarer needed. overtricks-all on the choice
A s•isolid suit. time and of an opening lead.
an en v are all that any
declarer_ an hope for.
Bid with Corn
Declare _picked up the
trumps and 'led a diamond. South holds 4-4-B
East. won and led a heart.
•42
but it Was no use., Declarer
V K J 107
took 12 • quick triOs for
•5- 4 2
game and rubber as'st's
ab KJ 105
"sure heart tricks" flut red
away
N.
.What happens if Wes1., North South2V
attacks with a club lead 111,
instead of leading a . trump?
Declare'r will have no ANSWER: Four hearts. A ch4nce to Make his game.
good fit in both of North's
Dummy's eiub ace' wins suits pink more than a minian4 the heart finesse loses - mum initial raise justifies
to Mest's king 'A club' is the leap tofttebeart game:
ca-Slied by West and declarer
to
a third club.
• 1- ,
De a
cashes the heart Send bridge qiiestions slii;4
The Aces.
ace tand ruffs a heart with P0- Box 12363. Dallas. as 75225,
durnply's. nine,. iieeertujjea with self-addressed. stamped envelope
by East's jack. A trump-lead for reply
comes back and the defence

rrer

SAVE
HIGH WIRE ACTS
FOR TH
ic•

tr

50' OFF Coke
4„.Sprite, Tab
In 1'60z.
8 Pack
Returnable Bottles
Limit one coupon per
required purchase. Coupon
expires April 18. 1981
Offer good only in area
served by:
Paducah Coca Colo
Bottling Co.

TO THE DEALER Our sales remsentative willkomburse you tor the
face value of this coupon, plus 75 han1
dling. it.youaccept it only on the Sate
- of the specified product Any other
1
application constitutes fraud, Invoices (I)
--I II
showing yqpr purchase qf SUffiCierlr
m
to,..,. O
prohbe
all coons mint
oTnef
rectu
sthCsioCwrI
k 10uC

1

taxed or restricted Customer must

0V

sales tax Cash value 1/20 of 1 cent

C

Per-anyfeoutred bottle deposit and

"-Nothing tastmlike the
real thing.

'Coca-Cola and Coke are registeredwade marks which ideniity the same product ot The Coca-Cola Company
Bottled under the euitimity otihe•COCa-Cola Company by

Power lines are serious business. When working
_A:widows._ take a minute to note the location of _
electrical wires. Then be extra careful not to
touch them. Don't touch them yourself, with a
ladder, or with anything. It takes only one
careless move to cause an injury-or death. Look
up and live.

•

Electric
System

Murray

IV4
401 Ohre

‘---"') ez„•(14.-i. '

753 5312
4.111•1111,

zI

1
.1

ving anything because the
total number of property
owners was not known,no official records were introduced and Minter did not say
how he determined the
numbers. •
In addition, the Court of
Appeals said, "the fact that
the city annexed this property'abutting the city limits
without attempting to annex
other property in the vicinity
is no evidence or !arbitrariness
or
unconstitutional discrimination against (those who appealed)."
VOLT IS UNIT
The volt is a unit of electrical
potential difference or electromotive force. It is named
for the Italian Alessandro
Volta.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frames Drake

What Wad ot day will tomorrow be? Ti fled out what the
stars say, read the forecast
gives terrier birth Sign.
ARM*
Mat 21 to Apr. 19) 4144
he uble to clarify an
elGIP•-MOrning confusion in
your own mind later. Close
Lies- tend to be extravagant
towards nightfall.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Friends and money don't
mix favorably. Today's successes depend on how much
rest you get. A private chat is
informative.
GEMINI
(May 21 toJune 20)
Fanciful ideas are likely
now. Guard against too much
rationalization. Social life is
rewarding, providing that you
don't overdo.
CANCER
(June 21to-July 22)
(
W)
Revise your opinion about a
work project. Seek advice
from one in the know. Evening
guests may tend to overstay
their welcome.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. n)
Opposition from others puts
you on the right track. You
receive helpful advice, but one
career plan may be a bit
farfetched. VIRGO
(Aug. 23,to Sept.22)
-A---talk- •
• any misunderstandings. Don't
be careless with credit. A
friend's unusual money proposal is off base.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23to Oct.22) —
You'll receive valuable ad.vice from a close friend about
-a work -project. Be willing to
admit that you were wrong, if
necessary.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23to Nov.21)
A child may fib about a
money matter. Your mental
attitude is the key to good
health now. Overcome a
tendency to worry too much.
SAGITTARIUS

Some Tax ReturnsRandomlySelected For Audits

(fast of five articles)
The IRS randomly selects
some tax returns for special
audits each year. Keep this
"SCES
X
C. in mind as you prepare your
(Feb.19 to Mar.20)
Keep career aspirations 1980 federal income tax
within reason. Financial con- return, says the Kentucky
siderations dominate your
outlook now. Don't evade Society of CPAs.
If your returns are
issues with a friend.
YOU BORN TODAY crave audited, that does not
excitement and adventure. necessarily mean there is
Your zest for life Makes you something wrong with them.
somewhat opportunistic and It does mean your tax return
inclined to lose interest if will examined in detail as
be
things don't work out as quickof an ongoing IRS study
part
ly as you'd like. Your experimental flair allows you to of the degree of taxpayer
bring a touch of originality to compliance with the Internal
whatever you do.
Revenue Code. Expect to be

questioned in depth about escape further scrutiny. If
any aspect of your return — you were unable to docuand about the financial data ment a substantial deduction, let's say, the agent
not included on the return.
Even if the IRS computer would be likely to keep diggpulls your return for review, ing.
You can lessen the chance
an individual looks it over
before contacting you. The of an audit by making cerIRS usually looks for returns tain your return is neat and
that will produce the most legible, and that the math is
favorable results (for them) correct(use a calculator).
with the least amount of time If you own a business, your
and effort. So, if your return income tax return is prolooks "hard to audit" — that bably more complicated
is, you include adequate than that of other indocumentation for all deduc- dividuals, and there is an
tions and attach all even greater need for keepnecessary forms — you may ing good records to support

the-claims on your return.
Some well-known 'red
flags" for the IRS auditors
are travel and entertainment (T&E) expenses for
company-owned planes or
boats, and business trips to
resort areas. In geners1,.you
need accurate records for
T&E deductions. Suspiciously high compensation or fringe benefits to company executives will also catch the
auditor's eye.
Remeinber that your
return is usually subject to
an audit for three yeai-s. (If
tax fraud is proved or in-

come is understated by more
than 25 percent, the IRS can
check back six years.) Since
an audit usually takes place
a year or two after your
return has been filed, you
can't rely on memory alone
to answer the auditor's questions. Besides, your memory
is not considered adequate
documentation for the
deductibility of an expense.
While events are still fresh
in mind and the documentation is at hand, assemble the
facts that will support your
1980 tax return. CPAs suggest that you retain perti-

nent receipts and cancelled
checks and store them with
your copy of the return.
When you are called in for
an audit, the IRS will
generally indicate the areas
of your return in question, so
you need bring to the
meeting(or let your tax advisor bring) documentation
for just the matters in doubt.
The auditor... may then end
the audit or more on to other
areas. However, if satisfactory documentation is not
provided, it could prompt
further audit or a full scale
investigation.

._

.

K mart* ADVERTISED
MERCHANDISE POLICY
Our firm intention is to have every adverblood dentin stock on our Shelves If an
advertised dern is not available for putchase due to any unforeseen reason
K mast will issue a Rain Check on request
for Ihe merchandise lone item or reason4s family quantity) to be purchased at the
sale price vMenever available or will see
YOU a comparable quality item at a comp&
rabie reduction in price

4124:a

nt,eV

Utilize imagination in a constructive way. Instead of
daydreaming, write a poem or
paint a picture. Watch nighttime serindidgence.
'
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22to Jan.19) id
A talk will ease your doubts
about a person's character.
Sincerity is best with a child.
Don't promise more than you
can deliver.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
You may have to call someone's bluff. Money talks go
well. Be sure to consult with
other family members if planning a trip.

COLOR
ENLARGEMENTS
from Veer Favorite
Color Negatives
or Slides
2,3x7"Prints
For

4.97

Each
Gardening Tools
Spring
round
bow rake, hoe
14-tooth
garden
ant shovel or

CUSHION

LINED

CREW SOCKS
6 Pair pack

mow

IM

IIIII

ime

lo To the consumer Complete this coupon and re.
turn it to PahlrOod Coupon Otter, P o Box 2806
▪ Reidsville, NC 2732Z Please enclose your sales
.receipt and the end panel from your Polaroid
Time-Zero Two Peck_ P_olaroirl will reimburse you
62 00 Coupons must be received by.May 31
▪ 1681 Please allow 60 days for delivery 'Valid only
In in USA Limit one per family or•cosnpany Coupon
void where restricted by law Coupon may not be
transferred and must accompany requests for this

•
El

I

r..-t your mart
camera dept.

I

industrial or commercial users Not responsible
to, illegible or incomplete coupons

I

Name
Address

6 Pr. Pkg.Socks
Cotton/stretch nylon
crew; cuihion foot.

Fun-size
Bars
1-lb. bag Candy
of Milky
M
Way'. 3
.N.fusketeers' or Snickers'
bars

eS1
C?
LIT? 75050
FILM[WPM

Our Reg. 780 Pkg.
The Memorial Baptist
Church will hear the pastor,
the. Rev. Dr. Jerrell White,
speak at the 10:50 a.m. and 7
p.m. worship services on
Sunday,April 5.
Halford Beane will serve
as deacon of the week.
Special music will be by the
Sanctuary Choir,directed by
Milton Gresham with
Margaret Wilkins as
organist and
Michael
Wilkins as pianist.
The ordinances of baptism
and The Lord's Supper wilt
be observed at the evening
hour with special music by
Fred and Linda Stalls.
Volunteer
nursery
workers will be Halford and
Nadine Beane and Robbie
Witherspoon. Bus drivers
will be Mark West and Billy
Grant, morning, and Glenn
Hale, Sunday and Wednesday evenings.
Church Teaching will be at
9:40 a.m. and Church Traning will be at 6 p.m. on Sunday.

1.66
2,Sx10" Prints

Inquire About Our
On-time Service
at your K mart
Camera Dept.

Our Reg. 8.9
Girls' Blue J
Great styles with
novelty
pockets.
Polyester/cotton. Si-zes 7-14. Similar
Styles, sizes 4-6X
Our Reg.6.96 . . 5.22

SX-70 Land Film

Save Now

47

Luxurious"Sheet Blanker'
70x90" polyester/cotton
sheet blankets.'White. blue

° Pkg.
K mart' Coffee Filters
. For automatic coffee
drip makers, 100-pkg.

3.57E0.
LIsterine Freshens breath,
kills germs 32oz
'
.Fl oz

Focal' Flashbar II
2-bar pack for 20
flashes total Save

110 Pocket Camera
Camera- fep-tures built-in
electrOnic flash' unit. Save.

Save! The Boftorwm Instant Camera
Polaroid® motorized, fully
automatic camera takes
color
beautiful SX-70
pictures. Save at kmart.

leen:ing ton

•K men Femme owl
Artimennsen Fahey
Frs.,* owl siasowaidia me said
a ono rookor
Ferri
. Syr re rm.ler AS worm.
rem h• rd. r
MM.
Neer. of Orr. arc.•
•••••11.01
mightel. firearm.
sr ler

97°

Our 8.97
•8-digit
Calculator
Four-function
memory andcalculator with
percent key.

3 Days Only
Sox Of 100 Zesty Tea lags
Hearty, full flavor, plump bags for
iced and hot tea. 8-oz." Save
•NO Mt

2.n

66°

Our
Ea. Reg.97C-1.17
doldtone Picture Frames
Narrow-edge metal frames,
glass and easel. 8x10', 5x7".

Quality parts and service

with 16
oz. drink
Pepper Steak Dinner
Complete with 2 vegetables,
roll and butter and 16 oz.
drink.

I Sun. Thru Tues.
Only Auto Specials

Moscow announced in 1958
the removal of former
premier Nikolai Bulganin
from the Soviet. communist
party presidium.

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
cgpy of The NM,ledger & lies by
530 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
3:30 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to coil /511916 between 5:31 p.m.
ssd p.m.. Madly keel friday, a
BO pa. nd I pa.Sande's.
A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed by pa. weekdays 01'4 pi. Saturdays to guarantee
deliverr.
• The regular business offlre
hours of The Many ledpr Tieas Ili aa. le Spa., Monday
dwokgh Friday and I ea. le sew
Saturdays.

SERVICES INCLUDE
lesfal front dliC Woke pads and minas
on rear wheels
Resurface diums and inie rotors
InSpeet front coliPers
Rebuke rear wheel cylinders
possible reploce il necessary ot
ackellonat parts cost per wheel
Cylindet
PepaCk Inner and autos bearinas
InspeCt TOM,cylinder
Replace front grease meg
Rel.hydrae/IC Kfillth,

Paint or Undercoat
Sandable primer or
undercoat.

'thorned I Mee* loos
INIkeseeotoni thinned
ontr • iseoh Mee*
Prehrte AthesteNset
Weirreirte'
ei« me,deo**O. Om

Our 56.88-With Exchange

•TIRES ON SALE SUNDAY THRU SATURDAY
All Tires Plus f.E.T
Mounting Included — No Trade-In Required
CopellOWIRIIII by Reeve Casporallon

PM I NUMMI Insw
•• 1 bir8 Casseentex

Sun. Thru Sat.
Ea
•elUX• H.D. Shocks Installed
piston. /
1
2" shaft. For
any U.S. cart. Save

Disc/drum Brake Special
/
1
2 and 44-ton trucks higher.
For many U.S. cars. Save

Sealed Seams
4000 low, 400i high
4014 FIllo Beam,fa. 2.37

4.;
•••• ...v.v.,
4 Iv •
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'Crucifixion'
To Be Presented
By Chancel Choir
"The Crucifixion," a
meditation on the Sacred
Passion of the Holy
Redeemer by John Stainer,
will be presented by the
Chancel Chao. at the 10:45
a.m. services on Sunday.
April 5, at the First Christian
Church.
Soloists will be Larrie
Clark, bass, and Henry Bannon, tenor. Maxine Clark
will be organist an.d
Margaret Boone will be
director.
Others assisting in the services will be Del_ Fleming,
Bailey Gore; "- Frank
Wainscott, *Jim. Clopton.,
Mike Holton, Robert
HOpkins, Don McCord, Ann
Meltieel, Corinne McNutt,
I.envel Yates, Stephanie
Lucas. Becky Wolf, and Lora
Arnold.
The flowers on the communion table will be in memory
Stephen Michael Underwood by Mr. and Mrs. Lyle
Underwood aial Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Underwood.
Sunday School will be at
g:30 atm. and Young Groups
will meet at 5:30 p.m.

YOU'LL tOYE THE RESULTS
WAIT ADS BRING

Will pain convince her?
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - My17-year-old daughter is chronically troubled with abdominal distress, pain, diarrhea
and constipation. She has been
diagnosed as having an irritable colon. She has always
been a nervous child and still
exhibits a hand tremor during
strimful moments.
I cannot emphasize enough
to her the importance of diet
and activities. I know she
indulges in alcohol and has
bleeding after she parties. But
she is at an age that she is
assuming responsibility for
her own care. As a nurse I
have talked to her and shown
her the facts in medical books,
but she stilt hasn't changed
her habits of living.
Do you have something that
may hit home, as an outside
medical source? I would certainly be grateful; her health
may be saved not to mention
her life.
DEAR READER - It is
hard to convince anyone
against her or his will. Sometimes pain and discomfort are
the only things that will bring
a person to change her life
style.
I am glad you said she has a

colon. Bleeding from the colon
is seldom a manifestation of
an irritable colpn unless there
are hard movements and
heinorthoids. I think your

may have been using - The

Physician's Desk Reference
(PDR). However, it is pointed
out that one of the effects of
Inderal is to induce mental
daughter should check with
depression or sleepiness. It
her doctor again about this.
may slow the brain function
Bleeding can occur with other
just as a tranquilizer does.
problems, such as ulcerative
Actually it neutralizes the
colitis which can be aggravatadrenaline effect. When a pered by alcohol and even milk.
son takes this medicine for
What you should do to help
high blood pressure the doctor
relieve the problem of irrittries to give just enough to
able or spastic colon is discontrol the pressure without
producing side effects.
cussed in The Health Letter
number 16-4, Spastic Colon,
Since alcohol is a depresIrregularity and Constipation,
sant, too, the combination is
which I am sending you. 0th-, not desirable. Also,if you had
ers who want this issue can
too much alcohol your body
send 75 cents with a long,_...aught not be able to release adrenaline as a protective
stamped, self-addressed envemechanism. The bottom line
lope for it to me, in care of
is that you would be better off
this newspaper, P.O. Box
without it.
1551, Radio City Station, New

York, NY l'bui3. Suggestions
in that issue include proper
sources of bulk, avoiding
foods that irritate the colon
and eliminating coffee.
Nervous tension contributes
to an irritable colon. If your
daughter can learn to be less
tense or to relieve some of the
stresses in her life, she may • The
Udited
First
do better also. I don't know
whether The Health Letter I Methodist Church will hear
diagnosis. because_ that means - am-sending you:will hit home, the pastor. the Rev. Dr.
she has had an examination.: but it does reflea the current Walter E. Mischke, Jr.,
Not everyone who has such
medical thinking on such
speak on "Words To Live
complaints has an irritable
problems.
By" with scripture from
DEAR DR. LAMB - For'
23:33-49 at the 8:45 and
the past eight months I hakre Luke
been taking Inderal for high 10:50 a.m. services on Sunblood pressure. I am confused day,April 5.
about whether I can drink
At
- . the early service
alcoholic beverages when tak-

Methodist Church
To Hear Pastor,
Walter Mischke

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

-

2. Notice
Bible Facts. Free Store for
the needy. 759-4600.

Odd & •
Silver
Pawn
Sleep
Olympic Plaza

PAWN - PUT
S1U.- TRADE
Open 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
73.1-7113

BIBLE CALL
be Tragedy of
isbelieving - 7594444. Bible Story 59-4445.
WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
C,,ard of Thanks
4. In Memory
S. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale

Phyllis Love will sing a solo.
to •
.1
II
iiiimiriray,wow
d.
savisLandat-__
prescription
will
yesACROSS
5 Shallow
17. Vacuum Cleaners
other times it isn't mentioned. directed by Pater Shahan
wer to Friday s Puzzle
set
18. Sewing Machines
Neither my doctor nor my
4 Carousal
6 State Abbr
II/am
9..9,11C A 0, .druggist eould find- it DI their with Bea Farrell as organist,
it!
20. Sports Equipment
WE 11
will sing the anthem, "0
medical books.'
12 Be ill
8 Chemical
NT
S
21.
Monuments
A
With
Me
and
Mourn
Come
13 Brads
compound
DEAR READER - The
A
A
11
22. Musical
14 Land
9 Awn.
specific point is not discussed While," at the later service.
23. Exterminating
10 Man's nickmeasure
in the standard drug reference
Also at the late?'service
A
C
24. Miscellaneous
15 Surgical saw
name
druggist
or
doctor
book
your
LIA
AN
I
music will be by the Bell
25. Business Services
11 Paid notices
17 Dyes
A
19 Short sleep 16 Remunera26. TV-Radio
Choir and a dedication of the
C ED
A
•
ton
20 Equals
27. Mobile Home Sales
will
be
instruments
musical
18 Got up
01,A
21 Obligation
28. Mob. Home Rents
held. They have been
23 Conjunction 20 Irons
P 11
29. Heating-Cooling
21 Appoint24 Motor part
A 11 PEE 111
presented in memory of
30. Business Rental
ments
27 Some
A$T T A
31. Want To Rent
Sexton by family
p.m.
Frances
6:30
at
will
be
Masses
22 Combine
28 Matured
32. Apts. For Rent
. 23 Monster
29 Surfeit
today and at 8 and 11 a.m. and friends.
33. Rooms tor Rent
25 Different
31 Scale note
47 Falsehood
.36 Essence
and 4:30 p.m. on Sunday, Members of the Bell Choir 34. Houses For Rent
32 Hairy,
'26 Spools
48 Triumphed
30 - egg
April 5, at St. Leo's Catholic are Carol Thompson, direc35. Farms For Rent
28 Diphthong
34 Pronoun
40 Slink
49 Guido's high
35 Sicilian vol- 29 Powder
Church with the Rev. Martin tor, Sandy Tubbs, Bonnie 36. For Rent Or Lease
42 Pale
note
-50-ettsettre----nattingtral_eelebram.,
cano
44 espuT
hby, Flarbara Brapril9,& 37. Livestock-Supplres
Pet-S,jplses
37 Actual being 33 Tellurium
45 Diminish
53 Artificial IanShores, Pat 3$
for
classes
.
Barbara
Religion
symbol
38 Lamprey
39. Poultry-Supplies
46 Newt
guage
Jackson,
Karen
grade
Kiesow,
preschool through 12th
39 Chairs
40. Produce
ID 10 11
1 2 3
4 las 1 .
41 Latin conheld at 9:30 a.m. on Ruetta Turner, Beryl 41. Public Sale
will
be
junction
12
la
Whaley,and Karen Krouse... 42. Home Loans "
42 Armed con14
III Sunday.
Real Estate
Is
Ushers for April will be 43.
flicts
44. Lots For Sale
III
"
ill
43 Wigwams
Robert Glin Jeffrey, Rex 45, Farms For Sale
is
ka
45 Existed
Alexander, Cortez Byers, • 46. Homes For Sale
46 Evades .
611
lia MOii"3.
Frank Montgomery, E. B. 47. Motorcycles
48 Needed
411 Auto. Services
51 Evergreoti
Howton, Joe Keeslar, Eli 49.
127•
Used Cars
52 Home-run
Harold
Jr.,
Alexander,
The Rev. E. K. Keys of
50. Used Trucks
king
"
6/111
IA•
Id
Cairo, Ill., will be the guest Speight, John Thompson, 51. Campers
54 Man's name
id id
Id
- 1111
55 Golf mound
speaker at the services at.3 George Weaks, Harold 52. Boats and Motors
5643anish coin
53. Services Offered
Id
hil "•hi
p.m. on Sunday, April 5, at Douglas,and John Irvan.
57 Batter
54. For Trade
WI NW
hi
the Mt. Horeb Freewill Bap55. Feed And Seed
DOWN
In 1965, Dr. Albert
56. Free Column
WU tist Church.
WWI
II
iii
1 Rodent
57. Wanted
The public is invited to at- Schweitzer died at the
2 Ventilate
HI
hil
LA
"
tend, a church spokesman hospital he had founded in
3 Abundance
WI
hil
a
4 Ginger said.
Lambarene,Gabon.

a+

Masses Slated
At St. Leo's

E.K. Keys To Be
Guest Speaker

WHAT CAN I 5A1r'?
WHEN tipu 5IN6 IN
THE RAIN, YOU 6E7 A
MOUTH FULL OF WATER!

Vernon's
Western'
Store
Olympic Plaza

Loather Vests
Now $49.95

Reg. $100.00
Open 9....I.,p.m.
753-7113

IT 5 SO HARD TO DECIDE ---I'LL TAKE

THE GREEN OWE-NO,
THE RED ONE-- NO,
THE BROWN ONE k NO, THE PINK
ONE - - -

I'LL TAKE
THE ORANGE - -NO, THE
YELLOW

I PITY HER
HOUSE PAINTER
WHEN SHE •
GROWS UP

Of
-

Carter Studio
304 Main

753 8298

C HIM UMW Nano* Syndicate, Inc

6oNtJA6ET
BABY
AND

^Mtn.••

"4

Check
Your .
Ad

AFTER HE LEAVES
IT TAKES A WI-HUE
FOR TI-IE PLACE

Has mobile homes
for rent. Students
welcome! Special
rate's!! We also
have special deals
for lot renters!
Come live with usl
753-3280.
Moving? Spring cleaning?
Have items you don't want?
Call New Concord Auction
Barn. We, will pickup,.self,
and mail you a check. Call
436-5353.

BILL'S FISH
MARKET
i5i31T'

LU

Advertisers are
requested to check the
first insertion of ads for
corrections. This
newspaper will be
responsible for only one
incperect insertion. ANY
ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED
IMMEDfATELY. SD:PLEASE
CHECK
YOUR
AD
CAREFULLY AND.NOTIFY
US PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR.

IWIAN1010~1~1

FATER HERO
HOME, AT

LAST •

Will wow yards, deem mils, trle ultrvbs sod houl
sway cuttings. CA 753{947 efter 5:30 Ivor.

awwwwwwyvidy%

broke than
rdered with power
tiller reedy for planting.
Also
heshhogging, Mode
work. 753-17111 or
793- 699.

19. Farm Equipment

1969 Chevrolet pickup, 289
motor, excellent condition;
camper topper, excellent
condition; 2.girls bicycles
1-24", 1-26". Call 7536481 after 5:30 call 7538306.
Men's LaCoste stylei4hort
sleeve shirts 50% polyester,
50% cotton; 4 button
placket, pocket $8.95;
Wind breakers $5.95. Math
summer caps, $1.69. East Y
Grocery, 753-8786.
Oregan chain saw chains,
3/8" pitch for 16" bar,

There is nothing better than
.Adams hard surfaced plow points; regular plow points,
cultivator shovels and
sweeps. Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-4892.

$7.99; for 20" bar, $8.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

Oak dresser with mirror and
a new Gazebo motorcycle
cover, never been used.
753-5923.
Snapper mower blades:
26", 28", 30" or 33",
$5.99 each. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Typewriters for sale: IBM
Executive Model I); Royal
5000 Selektrix; IBM Selectrix Corrector. Life Real
Estate, Aurora. 474-2717.
Three fish aquariums with
filters, pumps, and lights.
Call 474-2708.

Tillers, 5 hp, chain drive,
Briggs & Stratton engines.
$239.99. Wallin _Hardware,
Paris.

Wheelbarrows. $1 9.99;
$29.99; $42.99; and 69.99. Wallin Hardware. Paris.

20.Sport Equipment
Hang glider, flex wing, complete, $150. Call Dan at 1901-247-5163, Puryear.
Remington 243, scope and
case, $190. Kenmore:
range, $125, washer and
dryer, $300. Call 753-6910
after 4:30.
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest •
variety-, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. :Country - aby"
.
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday

(w..z)885-5914.
22. Musical -

16. Home Furnishings
Commodes, white A-grade
$43.9. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.

brown and
5.tost.amtfount-,-44,1940,1,191.
eige with lliaTorTilltish,.
Lost Saturday somewhere in
Midway: Toy Poodle, black
With white spot on chin,
answers to name Missy. Call
492-8996.
Lost:- Large brown Labrador
Retriever with yellow eyes,
male, wearing 2 collars in
vicinity of western Calloway
County. Reward! Call 7591718.

6. Help Wanted
Fisher Price Toys needs a
maintenance mechanic
with experience in set up
repair and preventive
maintenance of industrial
production equipment.
Candidates should have
strong mechanical and
electrical background with
blue
print
reading
knowledge and' use of
various guages. Send
resume or application to
Fisher Price Toys, East Penny Road, Murray, KY. An
-equal opportunity
employer.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS,
MINNENS, Bel-air and
Olympic Plaza. A pair of
sales persons to work every
morning, some nights and
Sundays. Apply in person
only at Minnens, Olympic
Plaza, Monday, April 6th,
10am-5pm. An equal opportunity employer.
Kirksey Ball Clubs need
qualified umpires for summer program. Call 489271'6 Of 489-2666.
LPN needed for 3-11 and
11-7 shift; excellent salary
and benefits. Apply in person. at Care Inn of Mayfield
or call 247-0200.
Will break and disc
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
753-0144.
.Would like job housecleaning, have good references.
Call 759-1255. •
aWill do babysitting in the
Kirksey area. 489-2578.
Guitar lessons in my home.
Have references. 753-3686
from 9AM to 3:30PM,
Monday-FridAy,

GO!
Go!

•••••,,\

RIVERIA
COURTS

11. Instructions

TO SETTLE

cf GO

GOODBYE..GOOD1 AM HAPPY I
YOU HAVE SAVED COULD HELP THE BYE,,.
THE HONOR OF
GREAT LLONGO
L LONGO. WE THANK
PEOPLE.
YOu,FRIEND,GHOST
WHO WALKS.

I

9. Situation Wanted

ALL
FLAVORS

,
,
S ••••
AW

We
howe spocial
poclgay s Tin)fo,s

lIhe North:ids I.dependent Church will
have• yard sad bike
sale ou Saturday April
4* et 9 e.m. OM
1 2 neik
Highway 641 /
south of Dexter.

15. Articles For Sale

Piano and organ lessons,
music conservatory trained
and experienced teacher.

Beginning and advanced.
-7517575.

14. Want To Buy
Want to buy: Used card
table. Call 474-9729 or
475-2346 after 5 pm.
Want to buy junk cars. Call
474-8838.

15. Articles Fat Sale
China cabinet; cradle; large
bookcase; heavy duty shop
tabie. 436-5434.
Galvanized clothes

line
posts, 2"x84", holds 7
lines, $16.99.a pair. Wallin
Hardware, Paris. .
Like new, Craig AM-FM
stereo, 8-track, turn table,
and speakers. $125. Also a,
Craig AM-FM stereo, 8-.
track, - turn table, and
speakers, $50. Also a small
coffee table, $10. Call 7538465.
Mr. T.H. Banks on Coldwater 80., Murray, KY is a
"sinner of a free classified
kid...call 753-1916 today!

Call after 4 pm, 753-2297.
30" Electric range; 20
gallon aquarium complete;
end table; 2 kitchen chairs.
Call 753-0702.
For sale: Chrome dinette
table, formica top, four
wooden chairs, $60; metal
glider, two matching chairs,
$80. All in good condition..
Call 436-5518.

19. Farm Equipment
-faro -"Op.-1000 and 1415

gallon NH-3 Nurse
tanks, with or
without wagon and
flotation tires.
Tool bars 5 to 9
row and 15 to 21
foot widths. A
complete supply of
tanks, pumps,
valves and NH-3
accessories, James L. Kellett Co.,
Sikeston Mo.
63801. Call 1314-471-0988.
Disk blades, regular and.
heavy'duty, get our price
before you buy disk blades.
Truck tool boxes and
tailgait protectors. Vinson
Tractor Company, 7534892.
For sale: Allis Chalmers F2
combine, corn, soy bean
special, 13' header, and 4row corn header. Massey
Ferguson 1085 tractor with
chisel plow, breaking plow
and spray equipment. All
equipment in excellent
condition. Call 527-7044.
For sale: 806 diesel International tractor and 6 pieces
of farm equipment, in good
condition. Call after 6 pm,
. 1-388-7165.
Four row John Deere
planter. Call 436-2269.
For sale: 2840 John Deere
tractor. Call 345-2607.
Goodyear, Firestone, B.F.
Goodrich, and others, tractor and farm tires. We have
tire truck for on farm. tire
service. Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-4892,
Garden plows With wood
handles, double pointed
shovel, mouldboard, and 5prong cultivator, $29.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Garden seeder, plants 21
different vegetable seeds,
$39 99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
15' Gooseneck trailer with
3 axles for sale. Phone 4892740.

Used Spinet piano, monthly
payment, $34.21. Leach's
Music Co. your Lowrey
organ dealer; Paris, TN.
ish you could ploy
organ? But have
no organ? We'll furnish the organ in your
home at no charge you
lessons.
CIATTONS
753-7575

24. Miscellaneous
Aluminum Martin houses,
Lynn .Grove Market, 4354171.
For sale: Lawn mower, 8
horse, electric start, $275.
Call 436-5454.
Lawn mower batteries, 12
volt, 24 month guarantee,
$21.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Oregan bars for Homelite;
Poulan; or Echo chain saws,
16", $16.99; 20", $19.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Purple Martin houses. 6
room, $24.99; 12 room,,
$36.99; 18 room. $49.99;
24 room, $59.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
PLANTS. Garden, bedding,
houseplants, fruit trees and
shrubs. Open 8:30-2:00,
mornings, 5-7 PM evenings,'
Monday through Friday. 8-5
Saturday. Sunny Acres
Nursery, • 901 Jobnny Robertson road, 753-3619
and Murray, Sport Marine,
718 South 4th, 753-7400.

26. TV-Radio
Assume monthly payment
on a new Magnavox tv.,
paying only $7.96 down.
Leach's Music & TN.. in the
Jim-Adams
shoppingcenter, Paris, FN.

21.Mobile Home Sales
1974 Atlantic, 12x60, 2
bedroom, complete setup,
excellent condition. Phone
345-2411.
For sale: 12x60 two
bedrOom mobile home, set
up on nice lot 2% miles
from Murray on 280. 1-2476989.
1958 Mobile home, 10x47,
good for storage, $500. Call
753-0839 between lam5prri.
12x58 Scheville. 2
bedroom, mostly furnished.
$3800. Call 753-8417.
Two house trailers for tige,
both in good condition.
753-2493.

NOTICE
Effective April 6, 1981, the work
schedule for the Kentucky Department of Transportation maintenance
crews wM be:
7:00 A.M.-5:30 P.M.
Monday thru Thursday
For on emergency on Friday, contact
District Office 898-2431.
•
Charles J. Henry
Hwy. General Mang.

s
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28. Mob. Home Rents 324pts. For Rent

43. Real Estate

M

.

KM 3113)
U.Lots For Sale

Hey! Hey! Want a garden
and a place for a horse? We
have it! A 11
/
2 tract with 3
bedroom brick home, barn
Paved streets, curbs
8 stalls and fenced
14. Houses For Rent with
and gutters, city
pasture. An additional
Available now, house in feature is assumable VA
water and'sewer, R-1
country, stove
and loan with small equity and
restrictions. Located
refrigerator, $175, $100 low interest rate. Let us
on Johnny Robertson
deposit. No pets. 753-3942 show you a great investRood. Financing
Three bedroom, 2 bath, ment. You'll be glad you
available.
deli, living room, kitchen did. Priced in the $40's. OfCreekwood
dining combination, fenced fered by CENTURY 21 Loret'Developers Inc..
backyard with tall hedge for ta Jobs, Realtors, 753753-4091
privacy, concrete patio and 1492.
grill.
Excellent Mr. Ronnie Carroll of 1619
Buy now - build later!
neighborhood, on quiet Catalina Drive, Murray, KY
Beautiful wooded one acre
street near M.S.U. One year you are a winner!! Call 753-, "Must
you use that language every building lot, 4 miles north
lease required, $400 per 1916 today for a free
of Murray. Owner's financtime the oil burner goes on?"
month. Available June 1, classified ad!
ing may be available. Call
1981. Call 753-5805 after
753-0091.
5:30 PM.
e
43. Real Estate
Once in a lifetime a home 4 . el a ,FTI:ifif
Lots in Bagwell Manor. will
30. Business Rental Three bedroom brick with like this comes along. The
finance, Contact Howard
No 172 2 acres, Lovely home
garage, $225. 1300 South grounds of this stately two
stone construction, Rambler Brandon. 753-4389 or 753story solid brick home gives
16th St. 753-6609.
Athol
style, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths. 13 x 5960.
the illusin of a private
16 kitchen with range and
Warehouse
35. Farms For Rent ':estate"
dishwasher. Living room, fami- 46. Homes For Sale
within_ the city
ly room, full basement
Storage Space
Small farm with barn, brick limits. From the entry hall,
Fireplace, 2 window air FOR RENT
warm
right
is
a
your
house,
carpet,
air,
10
miles
to
For Rent
conditioners. Well insulated
A two bedroom newly
Electric heat. Enclosed back
from
Murray.
Wing.
witb.
759room
spacious
$175
753-4758
porch. Attached garage. Oak
GOOD INVESTdecorated house in
1644.
fireplace. to your left is a
Maple, Dogwood trees on lawn.
floor
with
library
MENT
charming
the
Locust Grove comWest
of
Murray
on
Highway
121.
Commercial building on 37. livestock-Supplies
47.500.
Three bedroom brick
to ceiling boolilases. to the
munity. It is very
Olive Blvd., formerly Univer- For sale: 2 year old
No. 342 Double deal with
Angus rear is the formal dining
within walking
possinice. Call Hermon K.
sity Bookstore. Call 753- bull. Call
ble rental andretu-sment
home.
753-0967.
kitchen
cornpaa
and
room
distance of -the
bedrooms in traler and 2 small
Ellis, 753-5451 or
2967 after 5 pm.
•ms in house. Well serves
University.
BEE MAR ARABIANS.- Bool with storage 'in . every corThis
753-2934.
ouse and trailer. Possible
32. Apts. For -Rent your good mares for 1981 ner. On the second floor, house could be good wner
financing. $11,200.
Apartments for rent, near breeding season. Three you will discover three
investment property
By owner: 3 bedroom brick,
STROUT
REALTY
with
bedrooms
airy
bright
downtown Murray. 753- stallions. 753-6126.
1 lar e bath, fully carpeted.
ea ecatirm. Owner lfaT
be ideal for a young
1912 Coldwater Rd.
Two horse 1-bred trailer. it's own fireplace. This
in
town. Phone-753-2378.
753-0186
courle's
first
home.
Apartments for rent. Call Ramp, walk-throu h` door
Price just lowered
op,
new oor, new tires, ex- yesterday, the comforts of
a e s oc
For
sale: 3 bedroom brick.
You have read many ads
cellent condition. 753- today and the conveniences' $3000 to $32,000.
• 5980
large kitchen-family room
about
lakefront
property
so
Phone 753-1222, KopCongradulations! Mr. Duane 8654.
of tomorrow. Won't you
why not call Ken Shores with lots of cabinets. Call
perud
Realty.
come and let us give you
Adams of Rt.2, Murray, KY 38. Pets-Supplies
Estates for the prices on 753-5791 or 753-2649. '
THE OLD
your name has been drawn AKC Great Dane puppies, your private tour today? Call •
lake front lots, or five acre For sale or rent- -2 -new bric-k
COUNTRY
759-1492. Offered by CEN_ as one of our Classified Ad good bloodline. 753-3749.
/
2 'miles east- of
parcels near the lake, or homes, 21
STORE
winners!TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
'one parcel of over 30 acres Dexter. Call 437-4817 after
Lots of good property
AKC Minature Dachshund
Realtors.
with waterfront. Any of 6 pm.
• For rent: 2 bedroom puppies,
and lots of good
champion
these properties can be For sale by owner: Lovely 2
townhouse apartment, bloodlines, .smooth • haired
memories go with
purchased with a low down bedroom brick home at 909
carpet, range, refrigerator, and wirc haired.
$50 and
this
unusual listing.
payment and balance Pogue Avenue. Fireplace.
disposer, dishwasher,
$60 each. Call 527-9700
Turn of the century
financed at 10% interest. newly redecorated kitchen,
washer-dryer hookup, cen- after 4 pm.
- General Store with > Ken Shores Estates. 1111
tral heat and air. Call 753attached garage: R-22 inall the old display
Sycamore St.. 753-7531.
German
4KC
pupShepherd
7559 or 753-7550.
sulation, very quiet location
cases and many old
pies,. 28 champions, 5
near hospital. 753-0387.
BOYD-MAJORS
Furnished apartments, one generations. Registered
furnishings included •
In
the
center
of
it
all!
REAL
ESTATE
or two bedrooms. Also American Eskimo Spitz
New lour bedroom house,
in sale. Located in
This nice 3 bedroom
753-8080
sleeping rooms. Zimmer- puppies._
extra nice will ronsidin any
iDrate-dikr
--111811-kpai tintiit, uOth
reasonable offer. ALSO 2
Professional Services
includes a full city
North 9th St. is conAKC Doberman puppies.
With The Friendly Touch"
16th, 753-6609.
bedroom house, freshly
block. Ideal for
venient to downtown
--sired by Ch. Knox's Carbon
painted
inside and out, new
For rent: Large duplex, 2 Copy CDX Sch. I ROM.• 753restaurant or any
BRAND NEW
shopping, hospital
carpet, garden space and
bedrooms, located in 5620.
type retail business
LISTING
and schools. Comfenced yard. Call 753-3903.
private ..area. Appliances
including its present
Ave. Four
Ryan
1655
pletely renovated
furnished. Deposit and Dog obedience classes for
Two story. 3 bedroom
use as a General
home
bedroom
throughout. An exAKC .competition or more
lease. Call 753-3343.
home, large lot located at
bedroom
Store, $39,500. Phone
(fourth
cellent home for
obediant pet. Boarding 1008 Olive, $21,500. Call
perfect
For rent 2 bedroom partial- covered runs. 436-2858.
Kopperud
be
Realty,
would
economical living or
753-9775
or 'inquire at
ly furnished, close to
753-1222 for all the
sewing room, study,
a great investment
Olive.
1011
University. No pets. Deposit Dachshund puppies, black
details.
for rental property.
etc,f, ,electric raand tan, AKC, $65. Call 1required. 753-7809.
47. Motorcycles
diant ceiling heat,
of a home
Dreamed
901-648-5697.
completely
New. 2 and . 3 bedroom
For sale 1980 model
THE PRICE WILL NEVER BE on the lake, but
redecorated, in exduplex near University. 41. Public Sale
Kawasaki KZ-550. 2000
afford
it?
couldn't
LOWER for lake front procellent condition.
Fireplace. Call 753-5791.
miles. Call 753-0928
Garage sale. Miscellaneous
perty. Owner will finance Well, now you can!
lot,
landscaped
Well
bed
mathalf
items,
also
new
This
4
like
28 acre tract at just 11%.
Near University. one
1980 Honda
CX500
near M.S.U.,
bedroom, 2 bath, 2
Build your own private
bedroom furnished apart- tress_ and springs. 7-4 at
Custom, 5200 miles,
Was $41,500
retreat in this beautiful
ment, central heat and air. 1501 Dudley Drive.
story home can easiseveral extras. Excellent
reduced to $39,250.
lake setting or take advan- ly be yours because it
low utilties, $120 per mon- Two party yard .sale at 204
condition. Call 753-8078.
investan'excellent
of
th. 753-7114.
tage
complete
two
has
South 9th St.,' Thursday,
COMMERCIAL
1979,Honda GL-1000, very
ment. Priced to sell quick- separate housekeepLAND
One bedroom furnished Friday, and Saturday, 8-5.
condition. Call 753good
ly. Ask for Wendy at Spann
apartments .8856.
ing
newly Baby items, men's,
apartment,
600 ft. frontage on
Realty Associates, 753whereas you can live
redecorated, private en- women's and children's
Hwy. 641 S. Approx.
1975 Kawasaki 500'; $550
7724. air-refrigerator,
-clothing,
•
in one and rent tne
trance, near University. Call
600 ft. deep. Well
Needs minor work runs
conditioner, camper top,
other. This gorgeous
753-7418 after 3 pm.
drained. Excellent
easy. Call 767-4756
boys bicycle, and
home is located onlyBusiness for sale
property.
One bedroom furnished miscellaneous items.
between 11PM and lAM
a few steps from the
good
grossin
apartment, air-conditioned,
Wanted. DT80, MX80
water edge of KY
business. Owners out
on 121 North next to Fair Yard sale, Friday and Saturor small Honda
Yamahl.
tree
a
super
Lake
on
day, 8-4, 1611 Loch Logrounds; Call 753-3139.
side interest is reaso
M/C. 753-7388 after 4 pm
lot
in
shaded
mond, off 16th Street.
for selling. Ladies ApOne bedroom furnished Lawn mower, small and
beautiful Panorama
1978 Yamaha XS-400 street
paral, good location.
apartment, one block from large appliances, old tools, Two bedroom in Southwest
Shores. Priced to
bike, black and gold, exSpann
district
Call
school
M.S.U., couples only, no dishes, clothes, furniture,'
, /hroatcellent condition., 6.000
sell!
Realty Associates. 753pets, gas heat and water and toys.
miles with lots of extras.
7724
Waldrop
furnished. Available April
436-5347.
Call
Yard sale at 1804 College
1st. $150. Call 753-1203.
Real Estate
Murray-Calloway
Yamaha DQHC 500,
1976
Farm Road, Saturday, April
!ordeal & Thunman
Two bedroom duplex, ap- 4th, 9 AM tit dark
excellent
Realty
condition 7000
County
Insurance
&
pliances furnished,
miles 498-8528
(502)753-8144
Real
Estate
Estate
43.
Real
available April 1st. Phone
304N. 12*Si.
1979 Yamaha 100 YZ, Jike
Southshie Court Sq.
753-9400.
225 Acres located east of
Mersey, Ky. 42071
Have a garden
new. 753-3672
Reatucity
Bottom
land
Concord.
New
Two bedroom duplex, cenGreat -414.1430
on this nice lot
753-4451
Prutice DWI- 753-3723
1979 Yamaha 650 Special.
tral heat and air, outlets for now in wheat, pasture,
Mier -70-24N
14.144
with a neat two
black, like new. Call 759washer and dryer, built-in young . timber, creek,
Shirley M044-753 3043
bedroom home
4749 after 4 pm.
Terry Sboomilor, A•4444.444
stove and refrigerator. blacktop road access. Less We will build you a home
75343E4
Couples preferred. No pets. than $450/acre. Owner on your property; financing
1.7 miles from
Used Cars
Ray A.11•4•44.0,4414
$195 per month. Call 753- financing at 10%. John C. available; for more informaMurray.
Neubauer, Real Estate, tion call collect, 502-4749741.
44. Lots-Fir-SA
78 Buick Skybawk,
1111 Sycamore, 75.3- 2337.
753-911190
Three room furnished apart- 0101/7531.
one owner, 38,000
Beautiful-sloping comer lot
ment, 400 South 6th. St.
location,
good
with
trees,
mi. Excellent conCANTERBURY, 3 bedroom,
Call 247-1459.
4"9--sr
RIM iSIATF
Kingswood Subdivision.
trition. 28 to 30 mpg
2 bath home designed for
III
& PROPERTY MANAGEMEN
$4060. 753-2329 after 3
33. Rooms for Rent largejamily. Enjoy spacious
$3500. 753-1583.
pm.
Rooms for boys, furnished, great room with fireplace,
753-1222
kitchen facilities, central large kitchen-dining area, 2
1976 Chevrolet, high
for
fenced
garage,
available
and
car
heat,
and
air
mileage, extra clean, power
summer and fall semester. back yard in this nearly new
steering, brakes, windows,
225 L. P. Miller St.(Across freeiCenweveity Center) locks. $2000. Can be seen
ANOTHER NEW
One block from campus, home. Let us show you toLISTING
1626 Hamilton. Phone 753- day. Call Spann Realty
Specializing in Senior Citizens
at 15.111Sycamore.
Attractive
3
Associates,. 753-7724.
72 or 4 6-5479.
1969 Chrysler Newport
Open Hours
bedroom, 2 bath
Custom. 4-door Sedan,
home approximately
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
power steering and brakes,
or
'• .4 / eve; L - . /
one year old. Located
an-conditioned. $450. Call
cars.
8-12 753-3685
Nursing needed for amity long term
in small subdivision
527-9700.
bends • ea opportunities eveibble for
halfway
between
For Appointment
1968 Chrysler Newport, 4professionals who want to hives positive en Murray
and
door,
extra nice, $495
going impacton peoples lives.
Mayfield. Offered in
1111111111
1972 Ford Galaxy, $350.
the mid $40's with
Long term care offers the benefits of confine
Applications
Now Taking
Call 489-2595.
assumable. loan-.
ith your patient. Tee will not he bored with
For
Phone
1978 Ford LTD stationlevel
of
every
753-142,
!Sopsuit
chollengesto
tens carol We hove
wagon. Phone 753-6322.
perud Realty for
spossidlity.
Real Service in Real
We offer very competitive salaries and a **tFor sale: 1975 Vega. good
Estate!
Includes,
4-speed
'condition,
hew& package which
4-UNIT APARTMENT
transmission, 31 mpg
,sidi have, beildoys, staff developaseat,
BUILDING
highway. $750 or best
Northwood Dr., Murray, Ky.
ideally tailored schedules, paid Newel leave,
Good rate of return
C.* - 43-6.-2593-- wenon this 2 Story, 4 unit
tory duty, beepitalkatioa inseraect,
1, 2 and 3 bedroom units. One bedroom
ngs.
insersace
wortmens conmessatioa, weempierneat
rental property.
,.11•1111.111111MM
handicapped units.
Priced in the PO's.
free parkin,.
Assumable loan and
Costact Administrator
74 Dodge Colt, good
Apply
11 e.w. te 1 p.w.
owner financing
condition, elm'.
LIFE CARE CENTER OF PAINICAN
The Village, 641 North
available,
clean, good gas
P.O. hi 2427
reasonable terms.
mileage. 0150 for
Paden:eh, Kentucky 42001
502-437-4157
Phone 753-1222, KopQuick Sale! 767-4441.
1.502-442-3568

12x60 trailer for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
' Court, located Murray DriveIn entrance.
Two bedroom trader, completely furnished, very nice,
$150 per month. Call 7538964 after 5 2m.
Three bedroom trailer for
rent, 31
/
2 miles east off 94
For more information call'
753-7506.
Two bedrOom mobile home,
furnished, central heat and
air, $75 security deposit,
$150 per month rent. No
pets. Call 753-4808.
Two bedroom mobile home,
all electric, on private lot
Ben Nix, 753-3785 after 5.

Vacant, furnished apartment, close to University,
$85 per month. 753-9138
Of 753-5292.

Iii1111111.111111111
Murray's Newest
beAssive Selmihrisien
Weedgete Estates

49-.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS

Equal Housing Opportnity

49. Used Cars

53 Serviies Offered 53. Services Offered

1977 Ford LTD. power
steering, power brakes, airconditioned, automatic,
radio, vinyl top, new toes,.
41,000 miles, one owner.
$2450. Call 753-6235 or
753-2276.
For sale: 1972 Ford LTD sta- ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
tionwagon. Call 753-4657 or vinyl siding and trim
after 5.30 pm.
Aluminum trim for brick
For sale: 1973 Pontiac houses Jack Glover, 753Catalina, 9 passenger 1873
wagon. perfect running Aluminum Service Co.
condition. $800 firm. Call aluminum and vinyl siding.
753-0219 between 9 and 5 custom
trim
work
References Call Will Ed
For sale. Good 350 Chevy, Bailey, 753-0689
automatic transmission.
$50 firm. Call 753-0219 Asphalt driveways and parking lots sealed by Sears. For
between 9 and 5.
free estimates call 753For sale 1974 LTD Ford 2310_
.Call 753-0967.
Bob's Home Improvement
1969 MGC GT. 6 cylinder. Service. Remodeling, pain$1500 or best offer. 435- ting cement work general
4374*
home maintenenace and in1979 MGB, 10.000 miles, spections Free estimates
one owner, garaged since 753-450'1
new. Excellent $6950. Concrete and block, brick
759-1(187
work
Ba se m-ents.
1977 Sports Fury, 49.000 driveways, storm cellars.
miles, one owner, excellent porches. 20 years exgas- mileage. $1975. 753- perience. 753-5476
7702 or 437-4645.
Carpenter Service. New
homes, remodeling.
cabinets,
decks, anything
1979 Olds Delta
with wood, quality work
88, Royal Coupe.
Phone 753-0565.
WEST
One owner, local.
KENTUCKY
$5,350.00.
ASPHALT

PURDOM

OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC
CADILLAC
753-5315

50. Used Trucks

Coating and
seal,na
153 8 i 63

Call BILL'S- UPHOLSTERY
_for your furniture needs.
Choose from thousands of
durable scotchguard cloths
and naughyde vinyl. Behind
Dairy Queen. 753-8085.
Dale . Spencer's portable
sand blastirrg -and painting.
Call 753-6626 or 753-5198
Experienced carpenter.
remodeling and additions
Will consider other

Heating, retiigeration. and
electrical repair
Bob's
Refrigeration
Service
Haret, KY. 498-8370 or
753-7829_ Bobby_ Lockhart

AI'S Super Shell
South 4th Street
Murray
Complete Auto
Repair. Free lobe with
oilsatfifer change. •
753-7896.
--Licensed electrician and
gas inStajlation. heating installation and repairs Call
753-7203
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING
Commercial and residen
tial Also patching, sealing
and striping. For estimates
call 753-1537
Mills carpet installation
reasonable
rate)
guaranteed labor for one
year. No vinyl please, Call
Gene Mills. 1-53-0901.
Need -work -ern your ---t-Feess2
Topping, pruning shaping
complete removal and
more Call BOYER'S TREE
SERVICE for professional
tree care, 753:8536
'SUNBIRD AIRLINES Daily
commuter flights between
Murray and Nashville Call
489-2199,
skill saws. Call 753-46U: Wet basement? We make
wet basements dry, work
completely guarenteed. Call
or
write
Morgan Con
struction CO Route 2. Box
409A. Paducah. KY 42001
or call day or night, 1-4427026
Will haul driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
pea gravel Also do backhoe
work, • Call Roger Hudson
753-4545 or 153-676-3.

1965 . Chevrolet pickup753-3454
_
1975 CI-5 Jeep with approximately 43.000 miles
489-2513
For sale Ford pickup truck,
1979, real nice. Call 7531348.
stereo repair.
References Call 759-4815
1971 Ford pickup, low
WORLD OF SOUND
miles. new tires. 2 tone FLOOR SANDING Staining
222 S. 12th St.
knisiling.
.and
Call 354green. extra,-extra - nice.
753-5865
6127
original truck. 'Call 7530778 after 5 pm.
Fence sales at Sears now
Warning! Dont read this
Call
Sears. 753-2310 for unless
short
wheel base
1978 GMC
you're in need of
for
free
estimateyour
pickup, 6 cylinder'. straight
roofing, carpentry, or elecshift, topper. AM-FM needs
trical work_ New. or repair
cassette stereo, good gas General home repair All guaranteed, Call Joe.
mileage. $3300. Phone 'Carpentry, concrete work, 753-9226 for free estimate 901-247-5439.,
plumbing. roofing. siding.
Will do lawn mower garden
window and door in1973 International truck stallation. Free estimates, tiller, and chain saw repair
van. 22', 106 model, good No Iola too small Colson Quality work, pickup and
condition, pnre $2995.95 Construction. 474-2359 or delivery available. Call 7534162 or 753-13952 anytime
Call (901) 642-7190 ask for 474-2276
extension 45 or 37.
Window cleaning fast se-r1
Guttering by .Sears. Sears
satisfaction
You -are 'a winner. it your continous gutters installed vice
Free estimate
guaranteed
name is Mr Leo Zinkovich per your specifications. Call
of Rt.l. Almo, KY. Call 753- Sears 753-2310 for free Call 153-7140
1916 today for your. free estimate.
YATES ROOFING •Shing4,
roots, new-or te-rooting ri
classified adi
roof removed replaced or
We take passports,
51 Campers
resones
visas
repaired; hot asphalt buid
etc
up roofs: metal roots
painted, roof coatings, and
CAMPER
Carter Studio
roll. roofing All types roof
SPECIAL
753 8298
304 Mom
1193.31T References
1971 VW Camper. Ice
ed 18 years experience 311
K & K Stump Removal. DO work guaranteed Cad
box, bunks, cabinets.'
you need stumps removed Professionals
Like new!
753-45q6
from your yard or land or 901-642-0158 collect
HATCHER
cleared of stumps?
. We can
55,Feed And Seed
AUTO SALES
remove stumps up to 24
below the ground, leaving Vegetable pt)nts
515 S. 12111 St.
only sawdust and chips. bedding plants ferns an
Congradulations to Mr. Call for free estimate -Bob. - hybrid tomatoes - low tw
David York of Rt. 1, Dexter! Kemp. 435-4343 or Bob $1 00 Green Plains
He is a winner of a free Kemp. Jr. 435-4319
Road: 497-8419
classified ad!
1979 20' Jam, fully contained, in new condition
Call 527-3959 after 6 pm
1973 Midas camper, 18'
self-contained, $2500. Call
753-0593.
Mowing, Pruning, Spraying. We offer
School bus camper, nice. Aprompt service, free estimates. Wide
1 condition. Also 1977
variety. of trees, shrubs, ground covers
Chevrolet van, extra clean
ad fruit trees
Call 436-2427.

Commercial & Residential
Landscaping
Lawn Maintenonce

52. Boats and Motors
35 Foot Chriscraft Romer
Sedan Cruiser. Call 1-314748-5561 or 1-314-4718188.
For sale. 6 hp • -Johnsen
motor. See at Huck's Body
Shop. East Main at
Railroad.
15 Foot Crosby bass boat
with trailer, 50 hp Mercury
motor May be seen at
Darnell Marine, 94 East
MARINE SERVICE: Evintude
- Johnson - Mercury. OMC
Sterndrive and Mercruiser
Murray Sport & Marine.
718 South 4th, 753-7400.
14' Ranger: 70 hp Evinrude
with power trim, live well.rod storage trolling motor.
canvas cover. drive-on
trailer, $1850. 345-2696.
161
/
2 ft. Searay boat, 100
hp Mercury motor and
Pamco trailer. Call 4742-708.
Want to buy.. 50-70 hp outboard motor, in good condition Call .evenings, 7537721.

T&D Landscaping
Ralph Wright Rd.
Off 280E.

436-2333

0
TERMITESeWim

Also household, lawn, indoors
and outdoors!

FOR DEPENDABLE
Prilfesslosal Pest Corstriol

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control, Inc.
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a
home but never think about termites - they cause
the most damage next to fire. Have your home
treated nowl 753-3914, KeNny's Termite & Pest
Control, 100 South 13th Street,'hurray, KY.
Over 33 years experience. Home owned and
operated.
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Nettie D. Arnold
Dies Today In
Paducah Hospital

By The Associated Press
Forest officials said at
least one-quarter inch of rain
would be, needed to exKentucky's
tinguish
smoldering woodlands.

of hand.
10,000."
"Usually when we get
Forest fires destroyed nine
Negie Qunri Arnold,56, 910
barns, two unoccupied barns burning,it means they
Sycamore, died at 2:15 a.m.
houses and a small sawmill are burning off an old field
today .in Lourdes Hospital,
Friday_ in eastern Kentucky and it gets away from
Paducah.
them," he said. "We've got
and.
A member of the Bethel
In the Daniel Boone Na- very high winds, switching
United Methodist - ChurCh,
"We're beginning to get a tional Forest, stretching around."
Arnold was biirn July 9, 1924,
little shower activity. We north and south through
The largest fire covered
in Calloway County. the
hope it will do us some good eastern. Kentucky, seven some 1,800 acres near Blaine
daughter of Elbert Davis
over the weekend," said smaller fires were counted "in- Lawrence County and
a ndBertha Futtvher Dunn.
Townley Bergmann, fire Friday, the largest a 100- destroyed six barns and the
She is preceded in death by
control chief in the state acre blaze, said Charles small lumber mill,
her husband, John H. Arnold
forestry division.
Crail, a spokesman for the Bergmann said. He said ofSr. They were married July
Bergmann said 110 new U.S. Forest Service.
ficials did not get the name
20, 1940.
fires broke out Friday. He- "Most of these appear to of the operation.
_Survivors include two
said exact figures were not he debris-burning fires,"
Three barns were burned
daughters. Mrs. Robertavailable, but the acreage said Bergmann.
in a 600-acre fire near Cow
, Frances
Puryear,
covered by the fires "would
He said high winds made it Creek in Magoffin County,
SAINT JUDE'S MATH-A-THON - Murray Middle School students collected more 61,200 on a fun -raising
*'id
Larry Elizabeth
be in the neighborhood of easy for such fires to get out he said, and another Magofmath-a-thon for St. Jude's Children's Hospital in Memphis. The students worked math problems for pledges of
I 'ulnas. Dexter, two sons,
fin County fire scorched
money and received certificates and T-shirts for their efforts. In photo, first row,from left, Leigh Henry, Gidget
Jesse. 910 Sycamore, and
1,000 acres near Johnson
.John H. Jr.,'Route 2: one
Vaughn, Lisa Martin, Chad Lawsot, Tommy Doolin, Luke Harrington, Jim Hornbuckle, Brian Duncan, Cleo?
Creek.
sister, Mi.s. Luvine Colson,
Cole. Second row: Debbie Rutledge, Shelby Morgan, Pam Prescott, Amanda Batts, Janet Whaley, Cheryl
Two unoccupied houses
Route 6: two brothers, Riley
Billington, Debbie Toth, Dana Adnerson, Leslie Borge. Third row: Gina 1(4cCallum, Lillian Olazabal, Mary
and a garage burned in a fire
_Dunn, Route 5, and Bill
Grasty, Melissa Tinsley, Sheri Swift, Missy Dunn, Yvonne Jones, Ann Marie Hale. 4th row: Michele Hounshell,
in Greenup County,
Dunn, Route 1: and six
Bobby Peebles, Todd Ross, Jill Humphreys, Crissy Wolf. Absent from photo were John McMillan, Ann HarBergmann said.
grandchildren.
court, Caroline Conley.
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)Other large fires included
A newspaper report said
Arrangments currently
State Human Resources Stumbo had "reached an blazes estimated at 900 acres
are _incomplete in the Max
Secretary Grady Stumbo agreement with the nursing- near Garrison in Lewis
Churchill Funeral Chant
and his attorneys appeared home industry" on Monday County,500 acres near Engin
gurial will be M the Tembefore U.S. District Judge and the judge said he Wanted Branch in Clay County, 500
ple Hill L'emetet y
Scott Reed on-Friday to ex- to know "why Ilvasn't told acres near Athol in Lee
plain some apparently con- on Tuesday that this agree- County,400 acres near Goodtradictory statements ment had been reached." man Creek in Knox County
related to a lawsuit filed The court, he said, was not and 300 acres near Beverly
testimony about that rela- employees.
By DIANA TAYLOR
slits.
against Stumbo;
r depart- going to be a "dumping in Bell County.
tionship was not permifted.
of them testified
"I would not say pro- ment by a nursing-home in- ground" for "academic
---lasePh-Ons..Lackson.80..ot
AS.5900ted Press Write!
Bergmann said about 800-Wheeleisaietafetrida-y, ihost -desercb- vocative is too strong a dustry group.
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)
Route 3, Hazel, died Friday
persons were fighting the
issues."
Mg Wheeler as friendly and word," said Don Lamar,
at 5.30 p.m. at the Puryear
The lawsuit by the KenBut Eugene Tillman, a fires.
1•i,
Hester
note
only
in
one
professional.
They also'said director of the division of tucky iVssociaVon OtHealttr-w-aslungton lawyer helping
hearing
allegaBoard
into
Nursing Home.
Crail saidint aerial tanker
Mr. Jackson is survived by tions of sexual harassment and that suggested they get they had not heard him pesticides.
Care Facilities sought to pre- represent the nursing and a helicopter with a
make sexual remarks.
In response to a question vent Stumbo's implementing homes, said there had been bucket were used to drop
a son, J.be Rex Jackson, on the part of three state together for a talk.
In
her
testimony
Wheeler's lawyer, state from board chairman Philip a plan to curb Medicaid costs "no agreement on any issue_ fire-retardant chemicals on
Route 3, Hazel and three Agriculture Department ofgrandsons, Gary Jackson, ficials moved into its third Thursday, Ms. Hester alleg- Rep. bavid Vat Horn, D- Taliaferro, Lamar said he by limiting its coverage of in this lawsuit." The lawsuit, the fires in the national
I.d one of Wheeler's notes re- Lexingtoh, also asked- the thought Mrs. Armstrong's nurSing-tiome beds.
Louisville, and Rex and session today.
he said,remained in effect. forest. An air-tanker base
Friday's quested' an affair while witnesses about Mrs. Arm- dress, manner and "overt
During
Nlark, Rt. 3 Hazel.
Reed issued a preliminary
Stumbo said he apologized has been set up at the
Funeral arrangements are testimony, one of the men another said he would "bring strong's-way of dressing try, words and deeds" indicated injunction against Stumbo for any misunderstanding on London-Corbin airport, he
ing to show she chose pro- she was trying to get men to on Tuesday. At the same
incomplete. Miller Funeral accused of sexually harass- the baby oil."
said.
the matter.
Wheeler said it was possi- vocative outfits for office Make advances to her. But time, however, Stumbo said
ing a former employee of the
Horne of Hazel is in charge.
state Agriculture Depart- ble he had given her such a wear.
•
he said he never saw men he was changing or
_
ment denied that he asked note, but earlier than she Most Of those testifyng make such advances.
eliminating four proposals in
her to have an affair, last had recalled. And he in- described Mrs. Armstrong's
The hearing will last at his cost-containment plan,
dicated the mention of baby clothing as "revealing" and least through Sunday, when including the quota on
year.
Doug Wheeler con- oil was in reference to race said she wore low-cut Barkley is expected to Medicaid beds in nursing
tradicted testimony given horses he owns. After daily blouses and skirts with side testify.
homes.
-Wheeler said, he
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)- federal grand jury indicted
Thqrsday by Ann Hester, a workota,
taker, .pastor of the First 25-year-old
William E. -Ed" Hahn, who him on 13 counts of mail
former
BaptistO-Church, will speak Agriculture. Department horses.
various offices during fraud.
on -How Valuable Is Life?" employee who told the state
Referring to his wife as a
his years as a major figure
The charges involved
with scripture from Matthew Personnel Board that "very beautiful- woman,'-'
Fayette
in
County allegedly falsified travel
1624-27 at the 10:45 a.m. ser- Wheeler's invitation came in Wheeler said he has "no inDemocratic politics,- died vouchers filed between 1974
vices. and on "Deep- Sleep notes he gave her last spr- tention of having an affair
Friday, apparently of and 1977 when Hahn was
and Long Preaching" with ing.
with Ann Hester nor did I
natural causes.-He was 55.
county Sheriff. The indictscripture from Acts 20:7-12
Hahn's
body
was ment, however, did not
Wheeler and -Agriculture ever."
at the 7 p.m. services on Sun- Commissioner Alben
In response to another of
discovered at his home Fri- allege that Hahn received
day, April 5, at the church.
day afternoon by his son, any money.
Barkley II have been accus- Ms. Hester's charges,
Assisting in the services ed of sexual harassment by Wheeler.acknowledged that
John B. "Rocky" Hahn, acHahn had pleaded innowill be Mike Robertson, Dr. Ms. Hester, while food he had "stared up and down
cording to officials of Kerr cent to the charges and was
Durwood Beatty, deacon Of distribution director Gerald her body."
Brothers Funeral Home. free on bond. Motions to
the week, Lioyd-Cornell, and Deatherage and Wheeler
But he disputed her conFuneral arrangements were dismiss the charges were
the Rev. .G. T. Moody, face siMilar charges filed by tention that his staring was
incomplete Friday night.
pending before US,District
associate pastor.
done in a sexual way. "I
Bernard
T.
Hahn had been in failing Judge
Barbara Armstrong.
Yvonne Miller will sing a . Wheeler, the department's don't understand what lookhealth for more than a year Moynahan.
4444
solo and the Church Choir, markets director, admitted ing in a sexual manner
0" tit •
and resigned as county
directed by Wayne Halley writing one , note to Ms. means," he said.
FINAL CONCERT - The Murray State University wind ensemble, pictured above, judgeexecutive in midwith Joan Bowker as Hestkr inquiring ''Would you
Armstrong, 30, will present its final concert of the season Tuesday, April 7, at 8:15 p.m. in Lovett
December. He
was
organist and Allene knight like to have an affair at lun- testified Thursday that Auditorium. The program includes Moussorgsky's "Pictures At An Exhibition," a
hospitalized earlier last year
as pianist, will, sing at the ch?" Wheeler .once said: "It's a work which the group performed at the recent.state convention of the Kentucky
and-spent several days in a FRANKFORT,- Ky. (AP)
•
— morning hour.
diabetic coma. '
- Carroll Ladt of Paducah
But he said the incident oc- good thing I don't bite" after Music Educators Association. In addition, leonard Bernstein's "Slav" and Malcolm
At the evening hour curred before Jan.. 1, 1980, looking at the top of her Arnold's "Four Sccittish Dances" also will be. performed. Conducting
Some thought Hahn's has been named to the Crime
the 52Rudolpir Howard will be and she accepted the invita- blouse.
physical decline began with Victims Compensation
member ensemble will be Ur. Gerald L. Welker, director of bands at Murray State.
oest music director and will
Wheeler said he would be There is no admission charge.
the death in December j979 Board and Board of Claims
tion.
sing, a solo and also direct
of Jane Hahn, hisi1e of by Gov. John Y-Brown Jr.
The board has ruled that capable of saying that
the Men's Choir in-a special testimony cOnsideled rele- "under the right.conditions"
nearly 30 years.
He -reiclaces Bruce Monselection.
His condition apparently tgomery of Danville, who
vant to the heating-Must but that he could not
Sunday School will be at refer to instances after Jan. remember saying that to
worsened in January when a _resigned,on both boards.
9:30 a.m. and Church TrainMrs. Armstrong.
1,1980.
ing at6 p.m. on Sunday.
The board also accepted a Mrs. Armstrong, who
"stipulated finding" Friday worked for Wheeler, also
TOURIE, INCREASE
releasing dozens of the amount Stamper spent to
thatMs. Hester and Wheeler had testifiedthat she believBy CHARLES WOLFE
BASSETERRE, St. 'Kitts hn a "social and sexuaLed a proposal to transfer her
character witnesses who had buy the options and to make
Associated Press Writer
API -- The two-island state relationship" in 1978 and tr another division was proLEXINGTON,Ky.(API- filled the courtroom for two repairs at Hidden Valley.
of St. Kitts and Nevis is part of 1979, when both were mpted by her negative reac- Rebuttal testimony is days.
The indictment alleged
for
The only witness Friday Stamper failed to report
single. Wheeler got married ttefo to comments male by scheduled Monday morning
percent increase in visitors early in 1980.
Deatherage.
as the Stamper-Link trial was Professor William W. -substantial income," but
this year. according to
In accepting the finding,/ But Wheeler maintained nears an end after eight Oliver, a tax-law instructor the government did not pro:11ichael 0.. Powell. nuni.s,ter
from Indiana University, ve any income - 'existed,
evidence was entered itf- the transfer, which never or- weeks.
o tourism.
to the hearing record, but curred, was proposed to im- The defense rested its case who began testifying Oliver said.
proved the division's opera- Friday afternoon after call- Thursday.
The prosecution claimed
tion.
Oliver, who began his the options expired before
_Mg just two witnesses and
Wheeler was the first
career as a law clerk for two the payment, so they could
witness called by the
chief justices of the United not have been repurchased
defense, which has slibStates, Fred M. Vinson and by Investors TrUst and that
poenaed about 80 people,
Earl J. Warren, was hired as reimbursement
for
most of them current or
an expert witness by at- maintenance _expenses was
former,
John Dale will speak on torneys for state Sen. irrelevant to the question of
department
"Getting There From Here" Woodrow Stamper, D-West Stamper's financial gain.
with scripture from Matthew Liberty.
25:31-34 at the 8:30 and 10:40
Stamper was charged with
a.m. services, and .on two counts of federal in•"Within Thine Own Power" cometax evasion involving
The University Church of with scripture from Acts 5:1- $67,988.81 he received for opChraiiiTIliear-BrUttrLogue 4 at the 6 p.m. service oh. tions on Hidden Valley, a
The [Lev. R. J._Burpoe will
speak on "Who Are My Sunday, April 5, at the former Powell County dude speak at
the 10:45 a.m. and
Brothers" with scripture Seventh and Poplar Church ranch, when the property 5:30 p.m.
worship services
from Mark 3:31-35 at the 9:30 of Christ.
was sold to the state in 1977 on Sunday, April 5, at the
r-*
fvffl
a.m. service on Sunday,
Assisting in the services by Investors Trust Inc. of In- Grace Baptist Church.
rrlore
April 5.
will be Jerry ainley, Mark dianapolis.
Janice Smith and Frances
.J ,g power
Assisting in the services Pugh, Roger Garner,Jack
The government contend- Wyatt will sing a duet at the
eage aryl r,uperb Cot'
will be Ernie Bailey, Wayne Rose, Gary Rowland, Sam ed Stamper failed to report
•-.tr as.1 /ear In fact. EPA
morning hour. The Choir,
,L2,444..nighvskaestimate (Use "estiWilliams, Leroy :Eldridge, Parker-, -1,enith RogorS, the payment as incOme on
by Leland Peeler,
directed
.
Mpg vanes with speed, trip
John Gallagher, Jim Mark Manners, Jerry his 1977 tax returns. A bill of with, Dwane Jones
as
h.ghwav ,rpg mil probably be less I
Feltner, Jim -Lawson, Tim Fulton, Huie Suiter, Tommy particulars filed by pro- orgaRst and Terry Downey
Feltner, Charles -13azzell, Carraway, Kenny Hoover, secutors before the trial
as pianist, will also sing.
Jeff Dunman, Chuck Wilson, Ron McNutt, Terry specified that the charges
At the evening hour the
Larry Smith, Bubba Nelms, McDougal, Gene roberts, pertained to the entire payChildren's Choir will present
Hoyt Like, and Greg Don Winchester, Noah ment.
special music.
Delancey.
Wheatley, Dave Castleman,
The defense claimed
Nursery workers will .be
The Murray State Univer- and Steve Steele.
Stamper was not liable for Dell 13avaell, Freda Jones,
sity students will conduct the
Teen nursery helper will the entire payment because Georgia Bailey, and Audrey
services it6 p.m.
be Vicky Houghton and at least a portion of it was Roberts. For bus informaNursery supervisors will special class helper will be deductible.
tion persons May call Don 11/4
he Allene Evans, Joy Kay Farley. Larry and
Oliver contended the Hale at 753-3063.
Waldrop, Mary Taylor, and Garry Evans will serve on government failed to prove Sunday School with Dan
Laura Parker.
the extension department.
that &silver made any pro- Billington as superintendent
Bible study will be held at
Bible study will be held at fit on the option sale because will be at 9:45 a.m. on Sun9:30 a.m.Sunday.
9:45 a.m.Sunday.
it did not detail its "basis"- day. '

Stumbo, Attorneys
Explain Statements

Sexual Harrassment Hearing
Moves Into Third Session Today

80, Dies Friday

Fayette Political Figure
Hahn Dies At Home

